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Abstract

Equity refers to the fairness with which impacts (benefits and costs) are distributed. Transportation planning decisions often have significant equity impacts. Transport equity analysis can be difficult because there are several types of equity, many potential impacts to consider, various ways to measure impacts, and many possible ways to categorize people. This report provides practical guidance for evaluating transportation equity. It defines various types of equity and equity impacts, and describes practical ways to incorporate equity evaluation and objectives in transport planning.
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**Executive Summary**

_Equity_ (also called _justice_ or _fairness_) refers to the distribution of impacts (benefits and costs) and whether they are considered appropriate. Transportation equity analysis is important and unavoidable; transport planning decisions have significant equity impacts, and equity concerns often influence planning debates. Most decision-makers and practitioners sincerely want to achieve equity objectives. However, transport equity can be difficult to evaluate because there are many ways to define and measure equity impacts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transportation Planning Equity Impacts:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• The quality of transportation available affects people’s economic and social opportunities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Transport facilities, activities and services impose various indirect and external costs, such as congestion delay and accident risk imposed on other road users, infrastructure costs not funded through user fees, pollution, and undesirable land use impacts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Transport expenditures represent a major share of household, business and government expenditures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Transport facilities require significant public resources (tax funding and road rights of way), the allocation of which can favor some people over others.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Transport planning decisions can affect development location and type, and therefore housing accessibility, land values and local economic activity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Transport planning decisions can affect employment and economic development which have distributional impacts.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

_Horizontal equity_ requires that people with comparable needs and abilities be treated equally, for example, receiving similar benefits and bearing similar costs. It implies that people should “get what they pay for and pay for what they get,” unless a subsidy is specifically justified. It can also justify compensation for external costs.

_Vertical equity_ requires that the allocation of benefits and costs favors disadvantaged people. This tends to justify _universal design_ that accommodates people with diverse needs and abilities, multimodal planning that provides transportation options for non-drivers, planning for affordability, special discounts and exemptions for lower-income travellers, and special protections or benefits for disadvantaged groups.

Transportation equity can be difficult to evaluate because there are various possible ways to define and measure impacts, and characterize people, as summarized in Table ES-1. As a result, there is no single method for evaluating transportation equity. It is generally best to consider a variety of issues, perspectives and equity goals. A planning process should reflect a particular community’s equity concerns and priorities, so public involvement is important for transport equity planning.

How equity is defined and measured can significantly affect analysis results. It is important that people involved in transport planning understand these issues. There is no single way to evaluate transport equity; it is generally best to consider various perspectives and impacts. A planning process should reflect each community’s concerns and priorities, so public involvement is important for equity analysis.


Table ES-1  Equity Evaluation Variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of Equity</th>
<th>Impacts</th>
<th>Measurement</th>
<th>Categorization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Public Facilities and Services</td>
<td></td>
<td>Demographics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Public funding and subsidies</td>
<td></td>
<td>Age and lifecycle stage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Road space allocation</td>
<td></td>
<td>Household type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Public involvement</td>
<td></td>
<td>Race and ethnic group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>User Costs and Benefits</td>
<td></td>
<td>Income class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mobility and accessibility</td>
<td></td>
<td>Quintiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Taxes, fees and fares</td>
<td></td>
<td>Poverty line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Service Quality</td>
<td></td>
<td>Lower-income areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Congestion</td>
<td>Per capita</td>
<td>Ability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Universal design</td>
<td>Per adult</td>
<td>People with disabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Economic Impacts</td>
<td>Per commuter or peak-period travel</td>
<td>Licensed drivers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>External Impacts</td>
<td>Per household</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Congestion</td>
<td>Per vehicle-mile/km</td>
<td>Location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Crash risk</td>
<td>Per passenger-mile/km</td>
<td>Jurisdictions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pollution</td>
<td>Per trip</td>
<td>Neighborhood and street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Barrier effect</td>
<td>Per commute or peak-period trip</td>
<td>Urban/suburban/rural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hazardous material and waste</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aesthetic impacts</td>
<td>Per dollar</td>
<td>Pedestrians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Community cohesion</td>
<td>Per dollar user fees</td>
<td>Bicyclists and motorcyclists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Per dollar of subsidy</td>
<td>Motorists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cost recovery</td>
<td>Public transit users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regulation and Enforcement</td>
<td></td>
<td>Industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Traffic regulation</td>
<td></td>
<td>Freight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regulations and enforcement</td>
<td></td>
<td>Public transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regulation of special risks</td>
<td></td>
<td>Vehicle and fuel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trip Type</th>
<th>Emergency</th>
<th>Per capita</th>
<th>Recreational/tourist</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Commutes</td>
<td>Per adult</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Commercial/freight</td>
<td>Per commuter or peak-period travel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recreational/tourist</td>
<td>Per vehicle-mile/km</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Per passenger-mile/km</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Per trip</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Per commute or peak-period trip</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Per dollar user fees</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Per dollar of subsidy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cost recovery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are various types, impacts, measurement units and categories to consider in equity analysis.

Equity impacts should generally be measured per capita. For example, horizontal equity can be measured based on whether all community members receive a similar share of public resources, and vertical equity can be measured based on whether physically, economically or socially disadvantaged groups are able to achieve similar levels of access to basic services and activities such as education, jobs, shopping and healthcare. Measuring impacts per passenger- or vehicle-mile, or based on cost recovery, tends to favor wealthier people who can afford to travel further distances.

Transportation modes vary in the costs they impose, which has equity impacts. Modes with lower user costs are more affordable, which increases vertical equity with respect to income. Modes with lower external costs (costs imposed on other people), such as infrastructure (roads, parking, transit services) costs not paid directly by users, plus congestion delay, crash risk and pollution damages, increase horizontal equity.
Figure ES-1 illustrates estimated costs per travel-mile for five modes: average automobile, automobiles operated under urban-peak conditions, public transit, bicycling and walking. Automobile travel has relatively large costs, particularly under urban-peak conditions when congestion, crash and pollution costs are severe. Public transit services require public subsidies, and so has similar total costs as average automobile travel, but lower costs under urban-peak conditions. Bicycling and walking have relatively low infrastructure and external costs.

**Figure ES-1 Estimated Unit Costs of Travel Modes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Average Automobile</th>
<th>Urban-Peak Auto</th>
<th>Transit</th>
<th>Bicycle</th>
<th>Walk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dollars Per Travel-Mile</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External</td>
<td></td>
<td>$0.80</td>
<td>$1.40</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Variable</td>
<td></td>
<td>$0.40</td>
<td>$0.60</td>
<td>$0.20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Fixed</td>
<td></td>
<td>$0.20</td>
<td>$0.20</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This figure illustrates estimated internal-fixed (costs not directly related to use), internal-variable (users pay in proportion to travel distance) and external costs (costs imposed on other people). Vehicle travel tends to impose particularly high costs under urban-peak conditions.

Annual costs are affected by the amount that people travel. A typical motorist drives about 10,000 annual miles, several times more than the distances travelled by people who rely on walking, bicycling and public transit. Figure ES-2 compares these costs.

**Figure ES-2 Estimated Annual Costs of Travel Modes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Average Automobile</th>
<th>Auto Used for Commuting</th>
<th>Transit</th>
<th>Bicycle</th>
<th>Walk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dollars Per User-Year</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>$6,000</td>
<td>$10,000</td>
<td>$2,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External</td>
<td></td>
<td>$1,000</td>
<td>$2,000</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Variable</td>
<td></td>
<td>$4,000</td>
<td>$7,000</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Fixed</td>
<td></td>
<td>$2,000</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Motorists tend to travel more annual miles and so impose higher annual costs than users of other modes.
This type of analysis has several equity implications. Automobile transportation is expensive and therefore unaffordable to many lower-income households. As a result, planning decisions that favor automobile travel over lower-cost modes tend to be vertically inequitable; they are regressive and fail to serve many lower-income households’ needs. In addition, motor vehicle travel imposes large external costs. This is horizontally inequitable, and to the degree that vehicle travel increases with income, it is vertically inequitable, since it means that wealthier, higher annual vehicle-mile households tend to impose significant external costs on lower-income households that travel fewer annual vehicle-miles. For example, minimum parking requirements in zoning codes force many low-income, car-free households to subsidize parking facilities used by wealthier motorists. In addition, bus passengers, who require minimal road space, are delayed by congestion caused by automobile commuters, and walkers and bicyclists bear crash risk and pollution costs imposed by motorists.

A useful way to incorporate equity into planning is to define various equity goals. Specific transportation policies and projects can then be evaluated based on the degree that they support or contradict these goals, and their design can be adjusted to better achieve these goals. Table ES-2 summarizes examples of these goals.

**Table ES-2** Typical Equity Goals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Horizontal</th>
<th>Vertical WRT Income</th>
<th>Vertical WRT Ability and Need</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- All groups receive comparable shares of public investment and resources.</td>
<td>- Affordable modes are favored over expensive modes.</td>
<td>- <em>Universal design</em> (transport system accommodates people with disabilities and other special needs).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- External costs are minimized and compensated.</td>
<td>- Low-income residents can access basic services and activities.</td>
<td>- <em>Basic accessibility</em> (disadvantaged groups can access basic services and activities).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- All groups are effectively involved in decision-making.</td>
<td>- Low-income travellers receive price discounts or exemptions.</td>
<td>- Special polices and programs support and protect disadvantaged groups (women, youths, minorities, etc.).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table reflects various equity goals that can be used to evaluate specific transport policies and projects. (WRT = With Respect To)

More comprehensive equity analysis allows practitioners to better incorporate equity objectives into planning, and identify policies and projects that maximize equity objectives. New analysis tools and information resources are available to better evaluate equity and incorporate equity objectives into transport planning. Improved equity analysis in transport planning can reduce conflicts and delays, and better reflect a community’s needs and values.
Introduction

*Equity* (also called *justice* and *fairness*) refers to the distribution of impacts (benefits and costs) and whether that distribution is considered fair and appropriate. Transportation planning decisions can have significant and diverse equity impacts:

- The quality of transportation available affects people’s economic and social opportunities.
- Transport facilities, activities and services impose various indirect and external costs, such as congestion delay and accident risk imposed on other road users, infrastructure costs not funded through user fees, pollution, and undesirable land use impacts.
- Transport expenditures represent a major share of most household, business and government expenditures.
- Transport facilities require significant public resources (tax funding and road rights of way), the allocation of which can favor some people over others.
- Transport planning decisions can affect development location and type, and therefore accessibility, land values and local economic activity.
- Transport planning decisions can affect employment and economic development which have distributional impacts.

Transportation equity analysis can be difficult because there are several types of equity to consider, numerous impacts and ways of measuring those impacts, and various ways that people and travel can be grouped for equity analysis. A particular decision may seem equitable when evaluated one way but inequitable when evaluated another. Although equity analysis is often structured to identify who is “good” and “bad,” since travellers both impose and bear external costs, they can be categorized as both perpetrators and victims simultaneously.

Equity analysis is important and unavoidable. Equity concerns often influence transportation policy and planning decisions, and most practitioners and decision-makers sincerely want to address these concerns. However, there is little guidance for comprehensive transport equity analysis. Many existing evaluation tools focus on a narrow set of impacts on a particular group of people. Transport equity analysis is often ad hoc, based on the concerns and values of the stakeholders involved in a planning process; other, significant impacts may be overlooked or undervalued.

This report provides an overview of transport equity issues, defines various types of transportation equity, discusses methods of evaluating equity impacts, and describes ways to incorporate equity analysis into transportation decision-making.
Transportation Equity Evaluation
This section discusses various ways to define and measure transportation equity impacts. For more discussion see Pereira, Schwanen and Banister (2016); Verlinghieri and Schwanen (2020).

Types of Transportation Equity
There are three major categories of transportation equity.

1. Horizontal Equity
   Horizontal equity (also called fairness and egalitarianism) concerns the distribution of impacts between individuals and groups considered equal in ability and need. According to this definition, equal individuals and groups should be treated the same in the distribution of resources/benefits and costs. It means that public policies should avoid favoring one individual or group over others, and that consumers should “get what they pay for and pay for what they get” from fees and taxes unless subsidies are specifically justified.

2. Vertical Equity With Regard to Income and Social Class
   Vertical equity (also called social justice, environmental justice and social inclusion) is concerned with the distribution of impacts between individuals and groups that differ, in this case, by income or social class. By this definition, transport policies are equitable if they favor economically and socially disadvantaged groups in order to compensating for overall inequities (Rawls 1971). Policies are called progressive if they favor disadvantaged groups and regressive if they harm such groups. This definition supports affordable mode improvements, special services and discounts for lower income groups, and efforts to insure that disadvantaged groups do not bear excessive external costs (pollution, accident risk, financial costs, etc.).

3. Vertical Equity With Regard to Mobility Need and Ability
   This is concerned with the distribution of impacts between individuals and groups that differ in mobility ability and need, and therefore the degree to which the transportation system meets the needs of travelers with mobility impairments. This definition is used to support universal design (also called accessible and inclusive design), which means that transport facilities and services accommodate all users, including those with special needs.

These different types of equity often overlap or conflict. For example, horizontal equity requires that users bear the costs of their transport facilities and services, but vertical equity often requires subsidies for disadvantaged people. Therefore, transport planning often involves making tradeoffs between different equity objectives.

---

1 Egalitarianism means treating everybody equally, regardless of factors such as race, gender or income.
2 Environmental justice is defined as the “equitable distribution of both negative and positive impacts across racial, ethnic, and income groups, with the environment defined to incorporate ecological, economic, and social effects” (Alsnih and Stopher 2003).
3 Social inclusion means everybody can participate adequately in important activities and opportunities, including access to services, education, employment, and decision-making (Litman 2003b; Lucas 2004).
Impact Categories
Transport equity can involve various impacts (costs and benefits), such as those listed below.

Public Facilities and Services
- Amount and distribution of public funds for transport facilities and services.
- Parking requirements imposed on developers, businesses and residents.
- Government subsidies and tax exemptions for transportation industries.
- Use of tax-exempt public land for transportation facilities.
- Planning and design of transportation facilities.
- Degree of public involvement in transport planning.

User Costs and Benefits
- Overall level of mobility and accessibility (passenger-miles, trips, ability to reach activities).
- Vehicle ownership and operating expenses.
- Vehicle taxes and government fees, and fuel taxes.
- Road tolls and parking fees (including exemptions and discounts).
- Public transportation fares (including exemptions and discounts).
- Fitness (use of physically active modes, such as walking and cycling).
- Cost recovery and subsidies (portion of costs borne by a particular activity or group).

Service Quality
- Number of travel modes available in an area (walking, cycling, private automobile, vehicle rentals, public transportation, taxi, rail, air travel, delivery services, etc.).
- Roadway quality (traffic speeds, delay, safety, physical condition, etc.).
- Parking facility supply, location, regulation, price and design.
- Public transportation service quality (frequency, speed, reliability, safety, comfort, etc.).
- Land use accessibility (density, mix, connectivity, location of activities, etc.).
- Universal design (accommodation of people with disabilities and other special needs).

External Impacts
- Traffic congestion and risk an individual or vehicle class imposes on other road users.
- Air, noise and water pollution emissions.
- Barrier effect (delay that roads and railroads cause to nonmotorized travel).
- Transport of hazardous material and disposal of hazardous waste.
- Aesthetic impacts of transportation facilities and traffic activity.
- Impacts on community livability.

Economic Impacts
- Access to education and employment, and therefore economic opportunities.
- Impacts on business activity, property values, and economic development in an area.
- Distribution of expenditures and employment (who gets contracts and jobs).

Regulation and Enforcement
- Regulation of transport industries (public transportation, trucking, taxis, etc.)
- Traffic and parking regulation and enforcement.
- Regulation of special risks (railroad crossings, airport security, hazardous material, etc.).
Measurement Methods

Transportation impacts can be measured in various ways that affect equity analysis.

Definition of Transportation (Mobility- Versus Accessibility-Based Planning)

Transportation analysis is affected by how transport is defined and evaluated (CTS 2006). Conventional planning tends to evaluate transport based on mobility (physical travel), using indicators such as traffic speed and roadway level-of-service. However, mobility is seldom an end in itself, the ultimate goal of most transport activity is accessibility, which refers to people’s ability to reach desired services and activities. Various factors can affect accessibility including mobility, transport network connectivity and affordability, the geographic distribution of activities, and mobility substitutes such as telecommunications and delivery services (Litman 2003a).

This has important equity implications. Mobility-based planning tends to favor faster modes and longer trips over slower modes and shorter trips, and therefore motorists over non-drivers. For example, evaluating transport system performance based on roadway level-of-service tends to justify roadway expansion projects even though wider roads and increased traffic speeds tend to degrade walking and cycling conditions (called the barrier effect), and since most public transit trips include walking links, to reduce transit access. Accessibility-based evaluation can consider such tradeoffs and their equity impacts.

Table 1  
Transportation Evaluation Perspectives  (Litman 2003)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mobility</th>
<th>Accessibility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Definition of</strong></td>
<td>Vehicle travel</td>
<td>Ability to obtain desired services and activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transportation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Measurement units</strong></td>
<td>Vehicle-miles/kms</td>
<td>Trips, generalized costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Modes considered</strong></td>
<td>Automobile, truck and transit</td>
<td>Active transport (walking and cycling),</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>motorized, mobility substitutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Common indicators</strong></td>
<td>Vehicle traffic speeds, roadway Level of Service, costs per vehicle-mile</td>
<td>Quality of available transport options,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>average trip distances, costs per trip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Favored transportation improvement strategies</strong></td>
<td>Roadway and parking facility expansion</td>
<td>Improvements to various modes, transport demand management, smart growth development policies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table compares mobility- and accessibility-based transport planning.

Accessibility-based analysis expands the range of impacts and options considered in planning. It recognizes the important roles that active and public transport can play in an efficient and equitable transport system, considers impacts such as the barrier effect and sprawled development on accessibility, and expands transport improvement options to include improvements to alternative modes, increased transport network connectivity, more accessible land use development, and improved telecommunications and delivery services. This provides more comprehensive equity evaluation.
Basic Accessibility and Mobility

*Basic* (also called *essential* or *lifeline*) *accessibility* refers to people’s ability to reach activities that society considers basic or essential, such as those listed below. *Basic mobility* refers to travel that provides this basic access.

**Basic Goods, Services and Activities**

- Emergency services (police, fire, ambulances, etc.).
- Public services and utilities (garbage collection, utility maintenance, etc.).
- Health care (medical clinics, rehabilitation services, pharmacies, etc.).
- Basic food and clothing.
- Education and employment (commuting).
- Some social and recreational activities.
- Mail and package distribution.
- Freight delivery.

Basic access can be considered a *merit good* and even a right (Caywood and Roy 2018; Hamburg, Blair and Albright 1995). This is why, for example, emergency, service and high occupant vehicles often receive priority in traffic, why public transit services are often subsidized, and why transport systems are required to accommodate people with disabilities. The concept of basic access is important for transport equity analysis. It means that transport activities and services can be evaluated and prioritized according to the types of trips they serve. Transport equity analysis often requires determining which goods, services and activities are considered basic, and the quality of transport services considered adequate to satisfy basic access needs. These standards can be based on the quality of service that people would consider adequate if they were ever mobility disadvantaged, for example, becoming a non-driver due to physical disability or financial constraints (Rawls 1971; Pereira, Schwanen and Banister 2016).

**Measurement Units**

Transportation activities and impacts can be measured in various ways that can affect analysis results. The scope of impacts considered can vary. For example, costs can include capital, operating or total expenditures; for various time periods; expenditures by a particular agency, a particular level of government, all levels of government, or by society overall (for example, including parking subsidies and pollution damages). Geographic areas and demographic groups can be defined in various ways.

Impacts are compared using various *reference units*, such as per-capita, per-trip, per-passenger-mile, or per-dollar. These reflect various assumptions and perspectives. For example, *per capita* analysis assumes that every person should receive an equal share of resources. *Per-mile or per-trip* analysis assumes that people who travel more should receive more resources. *Cost recovery* analysis assumes that people should receive public resources in proportion to how much they pay in fees and taxes. Table 2 summarizes the equity implications of various transport reference units.
### Table 2  Equity Implications of Different Reference Units

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Equity Implications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Congestion impacts</td>
<td>Transport system performance is evaluated based on roadway level-of-service (LOS) or estimated congestion costs, and improvements are evaluated based on their cost efficiency in reducing congestion delays</td>
<td>Favors people who most often drive on congested roads over people who seldom or never use such facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT)</td>
<td>Transport investments are evaluated according to which route or mode can increase vehicle travel at the least cost</td>
<td>Favors people who drive their automobile more mileage than average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passenger Miles Traveled (PMT)</td>
<td>Transport investments are evaluated according to the most cost-effective way of increasing personal mobility</td>
<td>Favors people who travel more than average. Tends to favor motor vehicle travel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passenger Trips</td>
<td>Transport investments are evaluated according to the costs of each trip.</td>
<td>Provides more support for transit and nonmotorized travel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access</td>
<td>Transport investments are evaluated according to where improved access can be accommodated at the lowest cost.</td>
<td>Depends on how access is measured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility Need</td>
<td>Transport investments are evaluated according to which provides the greatest benefits to disadvantaged people.</td>
<td>Favors disadvantaged people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affordability</td>
<td>Transport user fees are evaluated with respect to users’ ability to pay.</td>
<td>Favors lower-income people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost Recovery</td>
<td>Transport expenditures are evaluated according to whether users pay their costs.</td>
<td>Favors wealthier travelers because they tend to spend more and deserve the least equity-justified subsidies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Equity analysis is affected by the units used for comparison. Some units only reflect motor vehicle travel and so undervalue alternative modes and the people who rely on such modes.*

It is therefore important that people who analysis equity impacts or user analysis results understand the assumptions and perspectives of different measurement units. Horizontal equity analysis should be usually be based on *per capita* rather than *per-mile* comparison, with adjustments to reflect differences in user need and ability to for vertical equity objectives. For example, when comparing two geographic areas or demographic groups with comparable incomes and abilities, it would be most fair if they each receive equal annual per capita allocations of public resources, but if one area or group is economically, socially or physically disadvantaged, it should receive a greater allocation. Similarly, if one group or travel activity imposes greater costs, it should be charged higher user fees or taxes until per capita subsidies are about equal, unless one group deserves extra subsidy on vertical equity grounds.
Categorizing People
Equity evaluation requires that people be categorized by demographic and geographic factors to evaluate their capabilities and identify those who are transport disadvantaged (Fan and Huang 2011; Jiao and Dillivan 2013; Karner and Niemeier 2013; Pereira, Schwanen and Banister 2016). Such categories can be defined in various ways. For example, although people are often categorized as motorists, transit users and pedestrians, many use multiple modes, particularly over the long-term. Although only a small portion of households depend completely on public transit at any time, many have members who use transit, and many people who do not currently use it may value having it available for possible future use. Similarly, most people experience mobility impairments sometime during their lives and so may value universal design. For this reason, it is often most appropriate to use a household or lifecycle analysis for equity analysis. Sustainability is concerned with intergenerational equity, that is, insuring that impacts on future generations are considered in decision-making. This represents an additional perspective for categorizing people.

Factors That Can Contribute to Transportation Disadvantaged Status
- Low Income
- Non-driver/car-less
- Disability
- Language barriers
- Isolation (in an inaccessible location)
- Caregiver (responsible for dependent child or disabled adult)
- Obligations (requires frequent medical treatments, attends school or is employed)

Disadvantaged status is multi-dimensional, so its evaluation should take into account the degree and number of disadvantaged factors that apply to an individual. The greater their degree and the more factors that apply, the more disadvantaged an individual or group can be considered. For example, a person who has a low income but is physically able, has no caregiving responsibilities, and lives in an accessible community is not significantly transportation disadvantaged, but if that person develops a disability, must care for a young child, or moves to an automobile-dependent location, their degree of disadvantage increases. Various sources can be used to identify the size of these groups. For example, the U.S. Census has data on the number of residents with low incomes, driver’s licenses and disabilities in a community.

Equity of Opportunity Versus Equity of Outcome
There is an ongoing debate about how to measure vertical equity. There is general agreement that everybody deserves “equity of opportunity,” meaning that disadvantaged people have adequate access to education and employment opportunities. There is less agreement concerning “equity of outcome,” meaning that society insures that disadvantaged people actually succeed in these activities. Transportation affects equity of opportunity. Without adequate transport it is difficult to access education and employment. It therefore meets the most “conservative” test of equity.
Equity Evaluation Summary

Table 3 summarizes key variables that affect transportation equity analysis. How equity is defined, impacts considered and measured, and people categorized can significantly affect result. There is no single correct way to evaluate transportation equity. It is generally best to consider various perspectives, impacts and analysis methods. It is important that people involved in equity analysis understand how the selection of variables can affect results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of Equity</th>
<th>Impacts</th>
<th>Measurement</th>
<th>Categorization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal</td>
<td>Public Facilities and Services</td>
<td></td>
<td>Demographics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equal treatment of equals</td>
<td>Facility planning and design</td>
<td></td>
<td>Age and lifecycle stage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Public funding and subsidies</td>
<td></td>
<td>Household type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Road space allocation</td>
<td></td>
<td>Race and ethnic group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Public involvement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical With-Respect-To Income And Social Class</td>
<td>User Costs and Benefits</td>
<td></td>
<td>Income class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mobility and accessibility</td>
<td></td>
<td>Quintiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Taxes, fees and fares</td>
<td></td>
<td>Poverty line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Service Quality</td>
<td></td>
<td>Lower-income areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quality of various modes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Congestion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Universal design</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical With-Respect-To Need And Ability</td>
<td>External Impacts</td>
<td>Per capita</td>
<td>Ability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Congestion</td>
<td>Per adult</td>
<td>People with disabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Crash risk</td>
<td>Per commuter or peak-period travel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pollution</td>
<td>Per household</td>
<td>Licensed drivers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Barrier effect</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hazardous material and waste</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aesthetic impacts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Community cohesion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical With-Respect-To Need And Ability</td>
<td>Economic Impacts</td>
<td>Travel unit</td>
<td>Location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Economic opportunities</td>
<td>Per vehicle-mile/km</td>
<td>Jurisdictions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Employment and business activity</td>
<td>Per passenger-mile/km</td>
<td>Neighborhood and street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Per trip</td>
<td>Urban/suburban/rural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Per commute or peak-period trip</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regulation and Enforcement</td>
<td>Per dollar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Traffic regulation</td>
<td>Per dollar user fees</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regulations and enforcement</td>
<td>Per dollar of subsidy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regulation of special risks</td>
<td>Cost recovery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are various types impacts, measurement units and categories to consider in equity analysis.
Categorical Versus Structural Solutions
There are two general approaches for addressing transport inequity: categorical (also called programmatic) solutions that provide special protections and services to clearly-defined disadvantaged groups, and structural changes that affect overall policies and planning activities (Litman and Brenman 2012). Categorical strategies include special facilities, services and programs for people with certain disabilities, incomes below defined thresholds, and designated minority groups. Structural solutions include policy reforms that increase transportation system diversity (improved walking, bicycling, taxi and public transit), and affordability. Many programs involve a combination of both.

Categorical solutions often appear to be most cost effective since they focus resources on people who are most disadvantaged, but structural reforms often provide significant co-benefits and so are often most beneficial overall. For example, most communities can only afford to provide a small amount of demand response bus services for people with disabilities, but multimodal transportation planning that improves sidewalks and crosswalks, improves public transit services, and creates more accessible development improves accessibility for people with disabilities, low incomes and other constraints on driving that may not fit into standard “disadvantaged” categories.

Trade-offs Between Equity and Other Planning Objectives
Transportation planning often involves tradeoffs between equity objectives and other planning objectives. For example, improving pedestrian safety may reduce traffic speeds and therefore economic productivity, and providing public transit services may require tax subsidies, and in some cases may increase local air and noise pollution.

There is no standard way to determine how much weight to give a particular equity objective; such planning decisions should reflect community needs and values. Some communities may place a higher or lower value on a particular equity objective. For example, some communities may place a higher value on providing basic mobility for non-drivers. Some communities may consider road tolls and parking fees unfair because they are regressive, while others consider them fair because they charge motorists directly for the facilities they use and so increase horizontal equity.

Transportation equity issues are sometimes evaluated based on performance targets, such as annual per capita expenditures on special mobility or public transit services, that transit fares should be less than a certain maximum portion of low-income workers’ income, or that a certain portion of housing in transit-oriented areas should be affordable. Setting such targets usually require some sort of public involvement process to help incorporate community needs and values into planning and funding decisions (FHWA 1996).
Transportation Equity Indicators

*Indicators* are measurable variables selected to reflect progress toward planning objectives. To be useful and practical the selected indicators should be easy to understand and require data that is reasonably easy to obtain.

Five equity objectives and their indicators are described below. These can be expanded, elaborated and disaggregated to meet specific planning requirements.

**Horizontal Equity**

1. *Treats everybody equally, unless special treatment is justified for specific reasons.*
   - Policies and regulations are applied equally to all users.
   - Per capita public expenditures and cost burdens are equal for different groups.
   - Service quality is comparable for different groups and locations.
   - Modes receive public support in proportion to their use.
   - All groups have opportunities to participate in transportation decision-making.

2. *Individuals bear the costs they impose.*
   Users bear all costs of their travel unless subsidies are specifically justified.

**Vertical Equity**

3. *Progressive with respect to income.*
   Lower-income households pay a smaller share of their income, or gain a larger share of benefits, than higher income households.
   - Affordable modes (walking, cycling, ridesharing, transit, carsharing, etc.) receive adequate support and are well planned to create an integrated system.
   - Special discounts are provided for transport services based on income and economic need.
   - Transport investments and service improvements favor lower-income areas and groups.
   - Affordable housing is available in accessible, multi-modal locations.

4. *Benefits transportation disadvantaged people (non-drivers, disabled, children, etc.).*
   Transport policies and planning decisions support access options used by disadvantaged people.
   - Development policies create more accessible, multi-modal communities.
   - Transportation services and facilities (transit, carsharing, and pedestrian facilities) reflect *universal design* (they accommodate people with disabilities and other special needs, such as using strollers and handcarts).
   - Special mobility services are provided for people with mobility impairments.

5. *Improves basic access: favors trips considered necessities rather than luxuries.*
   Transportation services provide adequate access to medical services, schools, employment opportunities, and other “basic” activities.
   - Travel is prioritized to favor higher value travel, such as emergency and HOV trips.
Incorporating Equity Analysis into Transportation Planning

Transport equity analysis is usually performed as part of other planning activities. This chapter describes techniques for incorporating equity analysis into transport planning. Also see Shah and Wong (2020); Fan, et al. (2019); and Toole, Butler and Chrzan (2020).

Data Sources

Various tools and resources are available to help evaluate the distribution of transport impacts and their equity impacts (FHWA 1997). These provide information on the distribution of impacts between different groups. New data sources are available to help evaluate people by income and ability (FHWA and FTA 2002), and new GIS (Geographic Information System) tools facilitate geographic analysis of impacts. Information for transportation equity analysis can often be collected in surveys performed for other purposes, by including questions concerning income and mobility constraints in regular travel surveys, and by including transportation questions in surveys related to other issues (Schmocker, et al. 2005). For example, a survey of social service clients can include questions concerning how they normally travel, their ability to use an automobile, and whether inadequate transportation is a significant problem.

Below are examples of potential data sources useful for equity analysis.

1. Government agency budgets and reports that indicate public expenditures by jurisdiction and mode, and on facilities and programs targeted to serve particular groups.

2. Census and surveys can provide the following data, disaggregated by geographic, demographic, and income category:
   - People’s level of mobility (e.g. person-trips and person-miles of travel during an average day, week or year).
   - The portion of the population with disadvantaged status (low income, physical disability, elderly, single parents, etc.) (Schmocker, et al. 2005).
   - The portion of their time and financial budgets devoted to travel.
   - The problems people face using transportation facilities and services.
   - The degree to which people lack basic access.
   - Residents’ desire for transportation options.

3. Traffic accident injury and assault rates for various groups.

4. Audits of the ability of transport facilities and services to accommodate people with disabilities and other special needs.

5. Analysis of the degree to which disadvantaged people are considered and involved in transport planning.

6. Reports on the frequency of special problems by disadvantaged travelers (faulty equipment, inaccurate information, inconsiderate treatment by staff, etc.), the frequency of complaints by disadvantaged travelers, and the responsiveness of service providers to such complaints.
Horizontal Equity
Horizontal equity requires that public resources be allocated equally to each individual or group unless a subsidy is specifically justified. Exactly what constitutes an equal share depends on which resources are considered and how they are measured. For example, comparisons can be made per household, per resident, per adult or per vehicle. This requirement applies to allocations of general taxes but not to user fees, so equity analysis may depend on how certain revenue sources are categorized.

Adjustments may be required to account for differences in geography (such as greater dependence on walking and transit in cities, and greater dependency on highways in suburbs and rural areas), costs (such as higher costs of facilities and services in dense urban areas), and the extra costs of serving people with disabilities and other special needs. In most jurisdictions, transportation facilities and services are financed by several levels of government (local, regional, state/provincial, national), all of which should be considered in analysis. Many transportation projects involve large budget expenditures certain years. Some public resource allocations are not reflected in transportation budgets, including tax discounts and exemptions for particular groups, land allocations (for example, public land devoted to transportation facilities), or are incorporated into other budgets, such as traffic services provided by police and parking facility costs borne in building budgets. Comprehensive analysis is therefore required to accurately determine the distribution of public resources for transportation facilities and services.

Various roadway cost allocation (also called cost responsibility) studies have calculated the share of roadway costs imposed by different types of vehicles (motorcycles, automobiles, buses, light trucks, heavy trucks, etc.), and how these costs compare with roadway user payments by that vehicle class (Jones and Nix 1995; FHWA 1997). This reflects the principle of horizontal equity, assuming that users should bear the costs they impose unless a subsidy is specifically justified. User payments refers to special fees and taxes charged to road users, including tolls, fuel taxes, registration fees and weight-distance fees, but does not include general taxes applied to vehicles and fuel.4

---

4 Although highway cost allocation principles specify that only special roadway taxes beyond general taxes should be considered user fees, some advocacy groups argue that all taxes on vehicles and fuel should be considered user fees and allocated based on payments. For discussion see “Evaluating Criticism of Transportation Cost Analysis” in Litman, 2009.
Vertical Equity

Vertical equity requires that disadvantaged people be identified and given special consideration in planning, to insure that they are not made worse off, and that their needs are accommodated. Ng (2005) describes the following steps for doing this.

1. Identify disadvantaged groups (minority, low income, car-less, disabled, single parents).
2. Identify disadvantaged geographic areas using census data (“Environmental Justice Areas”).
3. Identify degrees of disadvantage in each geographic area, with five levels of severity.
4. Identify location of important public services and destinations (transit, highways, employment centers, hospitals, daycare centers, etc.).
5. Evaluate specific transportation plans according to how they affect accessibility between disadvantaged communities and important destinations.

Martens, Golub and Robinson (2012) argue that equity should maximize average accessibility and minimize disparities between the lowest and highest groups. The study, Measuring Accessibility as Experienced by Different Socially Disadvantaged Groups (TSG 2005) examines the quality of transport services provided to various groups. Gullo, et al. (2008) evaluated the time and money costs of accessing jobs by various demographic groups, and recommend more transit-oriented planning to improve opportunity and fairness. Creger, Espino and Sanchez (2018) identified ways that planning can better respond to the needs of disadvantaged minority groups. Leung, et al. (2018) examine the equity impacts of fuel price changes: fuel taxes tend to be regressive, but often less so than other funding options, and their progressivity declines with improved accessibility options for lower-income travellers.

Mobility gap analysis measures the degree that non-drivers are disadvantaged relative to drivers (LSC 2001). This can be quantified by comparing average daily trip generation between vehicle-owning and zero-vehicle households, taking into account factors such as household size, employment and location. All else being equal, zero-vehicle households generally generate 30-50% fewer personal trips. This methodology may understate real transportation needs by assuming that automobile-owning households have no unmet mobility needs, which ignores the mobility problems facing non-drivers in vehicle-owning households. For example, a household that owns one vehicle shared by two or three adults, or households with adults who cannot drive due to disabilities or other problems, may face mobility gaps similar to zero-vehicle households.

Various techniques can be used to quantify inequity with respect to income (Marshall and Olkin 1979; Ramjerdi 2006). The Dalton Principle assumes that resource transfers from high- to lower-income people that maintain their overall income ranking improves equity. The Gini-index, the Theil Coefficient and the Coefficient of Variation are used to quantify inequity. Since these only consider income they may need adjustment to reflect other factors, such as people’s mobility needs and physical ability.
Transportation Equity Analysis Examples
This section describes examples of transport equity analysis.

Multimodal Planning Equity Benefits
Travel demands are diverse, including the needs of people who cannot, should not, or prefer not to drive, such as those listed in the box below. Failing to serve these demands is unfair (horizontally inequitable), because it means that non-drivers do not receive their fair share of public resources, and since non-drivers include many physically, socially and economically disadvantaged people, this is vertically inequitable, it harms disadvantaged groups.

Non-Automobile Travel Demands
- Seniors who do not or should not drive (5-15%).
- Youths, 12-24 years olds (10-30% of population).
- Adults unable to drive due to disability (3-5%).
- Low-income households burdened by vehicle costs (15-30%).
- People impaired or distracted by alcohol, drugs or devices.
- Visitors who lack a vehicle or driver’s license.
- People who want to walk or bike for enjoyment and health.
- Motorists who want to avoid chauffeuring burdens.

In a typical community, 20-40% of residents cannot, should not, or prefer not to drive for most trips, and so benefit from multimodal planning that responds to those demands.

For most of the last century, transportation planning has favored automobile travel over slower but more inclusive and affordable modes, creating automobile-dependent communities where it is easy to get around by automobile but often difficult to access basic services and activities without a car. As a result, multimodal planning achieve equity goals; it ensures that non-drivers receive a fair share of resources, and allows disadvantaged groups to access opportunities, including education, jobs, affordable shopping and healthcare.

Numerous studies (Bouchard 2015; Levy, McDade and Dumlao 2010) indicate that more multimodal transportation planning increases economic opportunity (ability to access education, jobs and affordable shopping) and economic mobility (the chance that a child borne in a low-income household becomes more economically successful as an adult). This is particularly important for physically, economically and socially disadvantaged groups that lack a driver’s license or car (Kneebone and Holmes 2015).

Living in a walkable and transit-oriented neighborhood tends to increase labor participation (CTS 2010; Sanchez, Shen and Peng 2004; Yi 2006) and improve public fitness and health (Lachapelle, et al. 2011). Because alternative modes experience strong scale economies (sometimes called the Mohring Effect), and because increased motor vehicle traffic creates barriers to walking and cycling, policies that encourage increased automobile travel tend to harm non-drivers overall.
Ewing, et al. (2016) found that economic mobility increases in more accessible, multimodal communities: doubling their compactness index increases by 41% the probability that a child born to a family in the bottom income quintile will reach the top quintile by age 30. Using income and travel data for more than 3.66 million Americans, Oishi, Koo and Buttrick (2018) found a statically robust positive relationship between walkability and economic mobility. Employment and income disparities between workers who could and could not drive was much smaller in more walkable cities. Corak (2017) found higher rates of economic mobility in Canadian urban areas compared with rural areas. Talen and Koschinsky (2013) also found strong correlations between neighborhood accessibility (using Walk Scores) and economic mobility. Lens and

Cities that allow more compact development tend to have less economic segregation (Monkkonen 2016). Hsieh and Moretti (2015 and 2017) estimate that allowing more affordable infill development in economically productive cities such as Boston, New York, Seattle, San Francisco and Washington DC could increase national economic output by 13%, more than $1 trillion annually, equivalent to several thousand dollars per worker, and improve economic opportunity to economically disadvantaged workers.

Some studies indicate that economically disadvantaged workers (such as former welfare recipients) tend to have more economic opportunities and incomes if they have an automobile (Pendall, et al. 2014), which leads some people to advocate subsidized cars for equity sake. However, such subsidies only benefit disadvantaged people who are able to drive, and automobiles are costly, which offsets some or all of the economic gains. For example, Smart and Klein (2015) found that after shifting from being carless to owning a car, a typical low-income family earned approximately $2,300 more per year but spent more than $4,100 annually on the vehicle, making them financially worse off overall. Automobile travel also tends to increase users’ crash risk and health problems associated with sedentary living (APHA 2010).

An efficient and equitable transportation system allows travellers to choose the most appropriate mode for each trip: walking and bicycling for local errands, public transit when travelling on busy urban corridors, and automobiles (owned, rented or taxis) when they are truly optimal, considering all benefits and costs. Automobile-oriented planning fails to serve those needs. Multimodal planning tends to achieve social equity goals, including horizontal equity, by ensuring that everybody receives a fair share of resources, and vertical equity by ensuring that physically, economically and socially disadvantaged groups have efficient and affordable transport options (King, Smart and Manville 2019).
Transportation Cost Analysis

Transportation modes vary in the costs they impose, which has equity impacts. Modes with lower user costs are more affordable, which increases vertical equity with respect to income. Modes with lower external costs (costs imposed on other people), such as infrastructure (roads, parking, transit services) costs not paid directly by users, plus congestion delay, crash risk and pollution damages, increase horizontal equity.

Various studies estimate and compare transportation costs (ATAP 2017; DfT 2020; Litman 2019; NZTA 2020). Figure 1 illustrates estimated costs per travel-mile for an average automobile, urban-peak auto travel, public transit, bicycling and walking. These include fixed and variable vehicle expenses and transit fares, plus external costs such infrastructure costs not paid by users, congestion, risk and pollution damages.

Automobile travel has relatively large costs, particularly under urban-peak conditions when congestion, crash and pollution costs are severe. Public transit services require public subsidies, and so has similar average costs, but lower costs under urban-peak conditions. Bicycling and walking have relatively low user and external costs.

Figure 1 Estimated Unit Costs of Travel Modes (Litman 2019)⁵

This figure illustrates estimated internal-fixed (user costs not directly related to use), internal-variable (users pay in proportion to travel distance) and external costs (costs imposed on other people). Vehicle travel tends to impose particularly high costs under urban-peak conditions.

Per capita annual costs are affected by the amount that people travel. A typical motorist drives about 10,000 annual miles, compared with 2,000-4,000 annual miles travelled by people who rely on walking, bicycling and public transit. Figure 2 compares these costs.

| Cost Estimates (Based on ATAP 2017; DfT 2020; Litman 2019; NZTA 2020) |
|---------------------------------|----------------|----------------|-------------|-------------|-------------|
|                                 | Average Automobile | Urban-Peak Auto | Transit     | Bicycle     | Walk        |
| Internal Fixed                  | 30¢              | 40¢             | 0¢          | 9¢          | 0¢          |
| Internal Variable               | 25¢              | 32¢             | 30¢         | 14¢         | 5¢          |
| External                        | 32¢              | 67¢             | 55¢         | 2¢          | 5¢          |
This analysis has several equity implications. Automobile travel has far higher annual costs than other modes, including occasional large, unexpected costs due to mechanical failures, crashes or traffic citations. Automobile transportation is therefore unaffordable to many lower-income households. As a result, decisions that favor automobile travel over more affordable modes tend to be vertically inequitable; they are regressive and fail to serve many lower-income households’ needs.

In addition, motor vehicle travel imposes large external costs, including infrastructure subsidies, congestion, crash risk and pollution damages imposed on other people. This is horizontally inequitable, and to the degree that vehicle travel increases with income and ability, it is vertically inequitable, since it means that wealthier, higher annual vehicle-mile households impose larger external costs on disadvantaged people who drive less. For example, parking minimums force lower-income, car-free households to subsidize costly parking facilities for wealthier motorists. Similarly, walkers, bicyclists and transit passengers bear congestion delay, crash risk and pollution costs imposed by motorists.

This analysis also illustrates how measurement units can affect equity analysis. For example, if measured per unit of travel (per passenger- or vehicle-mile), automobile travel may seem cheaper than public transit. However, under urban-peak conditions, when external costs are highest, transit is generally cheaper than automobile travel, and since motorists generally travel far more annual miles than people who rely on other modes, motorists generally impose larger annual external costs than non-motorists.
Defining a Fair Share of Public Resources

Horizontal equity requires that different groups receive similar shares of public resources, unless larger shares are justified to achieve specific goals, such as horizontal equity (disadvantaged groups receive proportionately more), to take advantage of economies of scale (a small investment provides large long-term benefits), or to help achieve strategic goals such as improving public fitness and health, reducing pollution or supporting economic development. How should a fair allocation be evaluated?

One approach assumes that each travel mode should receive a share comparable to its current or targeted mode shares. For example, in typical communities, 10-15% of total trips are made by active modes (walking and bicycling), and many communities have targets to increase their mode shares to achieve health and environmental goals. Yet, according to the Alliance for Bicycling and Walking’s *Bicycling and Walking in the U.S.: Benchmarking Reports* (ABW 2018), less than 2% of federal and state transportation funding is spent on active mode facilities and programs, and most municipal governments spend less than 10% of transportation budgets on active travel. People often assume that motorists deserve more investments because they pay special road user taxes, but in fact, those only cover about half of roadway costs; about half of all roadway expenses, and nearly all local road expenses, are funded by general taxes that residents pay regardless of how they travel, a subsidy that averages about $400 per vehicle-year (FHWA 2018, Table HM-72).

The over-investment in automobile infrastructure is much larger considering parking as well as road costs. A typical community has 3-6 government-mandated off-street parking spaces worth hundreds of dollars annually in land, construction and operating costs (Litman 2019, “Parking Costs”). These costs are incorporated into the prices of most goods, forcing people who drive less than average to subsidize the parking costs of people who drive more than average.

Overinvestment in automobile facilities may be defended in various ways. Automobile trips tend to be longer, and so represent a larger portion of mileage, but this implies that longer trips deserve more support than shorter trips that provide the same benefit, for example, parents chauffeuring a child to school by car deserve more subsidy than those who walk or bike, although they achieve the same outcomes: travel to school.

Another way to evaluate equity measures people rather than modes. It assumes that similar people should receive similar public investments or subsidies. For example, if 30% of community residents cannot drive, non-auto modes should receive about 30% of transport investments, or similar groups (residents, commuters, etc.) should receive similar per capita annual subsidies. As figures 1 and 2 illustrate, automobile and public transit require similar magnitude subsidies measured per travel-mile, but because motorists tend to travel more annual miles than transit users, their annual subsidies are much larger, and people who rely on active modes receive much smaller annual subsidy.
Incorporating Equity Goals into Transportation Planning

The report, *Advancing Transportation Equity: Research and Practice* (Fan, et al. 2019) identified practical ways that transportation agencies can help achieve equity goals. The study included detailed research and stakeholder consultation concerning ways to define transportation equity and incorporate equity into policy and planning decisions. It developed the following working definition of equitable transportation:

- Transportation systems that support multi-modal options that are affordable, sustainable, reliable, efficient, safe, and easy to use.
- Quality transportation services that are accessible to all populations for reaching destinations independently if needed.
- Transportation decision-making processes that incorporate inclusive public engagement to reduce the longstanding socioeconomic disparities experienced by underserved and underrepresented communities.

The study recognizes the need to consider broad structural inequities such as segregation, discrimination and automobile dependency, as well as the specific transport inequities that affect neighborhoods, individuals, and groups due to their racial/ethnic identity, income, ability, gender, age, and location. The study reviewed various examples of programs to achieve transport equity goals. It recommends the following strategies for incorporating equity goals into transport planning:

1. Designing engagement processes that facilitate community leadership and the inclusive participation of traditionally underserved and underrepresented communities, where community members drive conversations around their transportation needs and strategies for implementing solutions.
2. Supporting programs and policies that increase access to social and economic opportunities, such as jobs, affordable housing, healthy food, education, health care, and recreation, particularly for underserved and underrepresented communities.
3. Creating policies and programs that support active transportation and provide safe, smart, and affordable transportation alternatives that minimize automobile dependency to create healthier, more sustainable communities.
4. Integrating equity promotion as a standardized practice at the agency and program level, particularly in prioritizing spending across the system and distributing infrastructure projects.
5. Collaborating and coordinating across transportation and non-transportation agencies, institutions, and organizations, including academic institutions, to improve considerations of equity while leveraging existing programs and policies that advance transportation equity.
6. Incorporating both quantitative and qualitative metrics for evaluating transportation programs and projects as well as their impacts on underserved and underrepresented populations.
Public Funding Allocation
Horizontal equity requires that users pay for the costs they impose unless subsidies are specifically justified. Transportation funding practices often violate this principle, resulting in more per capita spending in some jurisdictions than others. For example, Georgia state law requires that state highway funds be allocated equally among the state’s 13 Congressional Districts, resulting in more spending per capita in rural districts. Chen (1996) also found that cities receive far less per capita transport funding due to planning practices that favor spending on automobile-oriented facilities over other modes. There are three possible justifications for these cross-subsidies.

1. If highways are considered user funded (vehicle fees, fuel taxes and tolls), funding could be allocated based on where these fees are paid. However, urban regions generate about half of all fuel tax revenues, so this does not justify the funding discrepancy.

2. It could be argued that urban residents often drive on rural highways, and rely on interregional freight services, and so benefit from rural highway expenditures. However, rural residents also travel in urban areas and rely on urban services.

3. It could be argued that rural residents are economically disadvantaged and have fewer travel options compared with urban residents. Such subsidies are only justified for truly disadvantaged rural motorists, it does not justify subsidizing all rural vehicle travel.

This suggests that highway funding is inequitable. Only by providing significant urban transit funding can transportation budgets be considered fair.

Transportation Insecurity Costs Imposed on Women
The article ‘‘Paying to Stay Safe’: Why Women Don’t Walk as Much as Men.’’ (Shadwell 2017) describes evidence that fear of sexual harassment and other personal insecurity threats deter women from walking, reducing their independence, health and affordability. This discrepancy in women’s step counts diminished with increased walkability scores, suggesting that more compact and walkable communities increase women’s security. Some communities are developing special programs to improve women’s security, as discussed in, Planning and Designing Transport Systems to Ensure Safe Travel for Women (Tiwari 2014). Pedestrian access to transit stations, and personal security when waiting for a bus or train, are as important as in-vehicle security.

Public Transit Equity Analysis
Evaluating Public Transit Benefits and Costs (Litman 2014) points out that public transit planning often involves trade-offs between economic efficiency objectives (reducing traffic and parking congestion, facility cost savings, accident and pollution emission reductions), which tends to favor transit services on major urban corridors that attract more affluent commuters, and social equity objectives (basic mobility for non-drivers), which tends to favor services used by physically, economically and socially disadvantaged groups. Similarly, In his book, Human Transit: How Clearer Thinking about Public Transit Can Enrich Our Communities and Our Lives, Jarrett Walker (2012) points out that public transit planning decisions often involve trade-offs between maximizing ridership (so
service is concentrated on the highest demand corridors) and coverage (so service is dispersed, and so serves times and locations when and where demand is low).

The article, “Meeting the Public’s Need For Transit Options: Characteristics of Socially Equitable Transit Networks,” (Krameer and Goldstein 2015) provides guidance for evaluating public transit social equity impacts, specific strategies for achieving social equity goals, and several examples. Lubitow, Rainer and Bassett (2017) identify ways that public transit designed primarily to accommodate economically stable, able-bodied, white, male commuters may underserve vulnerable groups such as mothers with young children and people with disabilities.

Spatial and Skills Mismatch of Unemployment and Job Vacancies
(www.cts.umn.edu/Research/Featured/TransitandWorkforce)
Fan, Andrew Guthrie and Kirti Vardhan Das (2016) evaluated disadvantaged residents’ job access through metropolitan areas. They find that non-drivers’ access to job vacancies varies widely. Targeted transit improvements can provide significant benefits by improving disadvantaged residents to “sweet spots,” defined as in-demand occupations with low education requirements that are likely to pay a living wage. The report recommends redefining “accessible jobs” based on transit access rather than geography, considering every stage of connecting workers with jobs, considering their skills, available training, jobs accessible by transit, as well as information on worker and job availability. The report also recommends identifying employers with labor supply problems, considering disadvantaged workers’ complex schedules, engaging with TMO’s and pursuing creative first mile/last mile solutions to connect workplaces with transit lines, as well as pursuing transit-oriented economic development.

Quality of Mobility Options for Disadvantaged Groups
Stanley, et al. (2011) identify five social exclusion risk factors, including income, employment, political engagement, participation in selected activities, and social support (being able to get help when needed). They estimate the marginal rate of substitution between household income and trip making, assuming that each additional trip is equivalent to undertaking an additional activity, which indicates their value to users. Applying this analysis approach in Melbourne, Australia they find that residents aged over 15 average 3.8 daily trips (all modes), but decline as the number of social exclusion risk factors increase: people with 2 or more risk factors take 2.8 or fewer daily trips, indicating a significant decline in community involvement. This analysis estimates an additional trip (and activity) is valued at approximately $20 at an average income, and more for increased mobility by lower income households. This is about four times the value ascribed to such trips using traditional economic evaluation.

The report Measuring Accessibility as Experienced by Different Socially Disadvantaged Groups (TSG 2005) evaluates local accessibility (e.g. access to bus stops) and regional accessibility (e.g. access to employment opportunities) for seven socially disadvantaged groups: young people (16-24), older people (60+), Black and Minority Ethnic (BME)
people, people with mental or physical disabilities, travelers with young children, unemployed people, and shift workers. This indicate that many of these groups have significant mobility constraints. It developed the WALC (Weighted Access for Local Catchments) to reflect perceived walk access.

Titheridge, et al (2014) recommend the development of minimum standard of accessibility for transportation equity analysis. In an article, “How Low-Income Cyclists Go Unnoticed,” Koeppel (2006) describes examples of poor and minority residents who rely on bicycle transportation, but are often overlooked in the transportation planning process. The Vancouver, Canada region’s Mobility Pricing Independent Commission (2017), comprised of 14 community leaders, is using stakeholders engagement and detailed analysis of transport trends and costs by income class to evaluate the impacts of various investment and pricing options for policy analysis.

**Figure 3** 2011 Primary trip mode by household income level (MPIC 2017)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Household Income Level</th>
<th>Percentage of Trip Mode by Income Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Less than $25,000</td>
<td>Auto Driver: 10% Auto Passenger: 20% Transit: 30% Walk: 25% Bike: 15% Other: 10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$25,000 to $49,999</td>
<td>Auto Driver: 15% Auto Passenger: 15% Transit: 30% Walk: 25% Bike: 10% Other: 10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$50,000 to $74,999</td>
<td>Auto Driver: 20% Auto Passenger: 20% Transit: 25% Walk: 25% Bike: 10% Other: 10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$75,000 to $99,999</td>
<td>Auto Driver: 25% Auto Passenger: 20% Transit: 20% Walk: 20% Bike: 10% Other: 10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$100,000 to $124,999</td>
<td>Auto Driver: 30% Auto Passenger: 15% Transit: 15% Walk: 15% Bike: 10% Other: 10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$150,000 or more</td>
<td>Auto Driver: 40% Auto Passenger: 10% Transit: 10% Walk: 10% Bike: 10% Other: 10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Urban Freeway Impacts** ([https://doi.org/10.21799/frbp.wp.2019.29](https://doi.org/10.21799/frbp.wp.2019.29))

Freeway Revolts! (Brinkman and Lin 2019), a Federal Reserve Bank study, evaluated urban freeway economic impacts. It indicates that urban freeways reduced population and income growth, and land values, in central areas, and increased growth in outlying areas. They diminished the quality of life in central neighborhood where residents are more likely to be poor and minority, while benefiting suburban communities which tend to be more affluent and white. The study concludes that total urban freeway costs exceed their benefits, contributed to sprawl, and are inequitable. It suggests that targeted mitigation policies could improve welfare.

**Civil Rights Analysis (Karner and Niemeier 2013)**

In their article, “Civil Rights Guidance and Equity Analysis Methods for Regional Transportation Plans: A Critical Review Of Literature and Practice,” Karner and Niemeier (2013) critically evaluate the methods currently used to evaluate transportation impacts on minority populations. The conclude that, “prevailing methods of equity analysis are more likely to obviate than to reveal and that there are no standards for agencies to follow in order to a rigorous equity analysis.” They recommend more integrated
modeling and Geographic Information Systems (GIS) analysis to provide better information on the ways that specific planning decisions affect the mobility and accessibility disadvantaged groups, such as low-income, minority communities.

**Transit Dependency and Transit Deserts (Jiao and Dillivan 2013)**
Jiao and Dillivan used GIS to measure the number of transit dependent people (people who cannot drive or lack a personal automobile) in urban neighborhoods, and identify “transit deserts,” defined as areas with numerous transit-dependent residents, poor transit service and few sidewalks or bike route. They use the following formula calculate transit dependency: each criterion was divided by acres to get a density value, and the values for each criterion were aggregated to determine the level of supply in each area, then demand and supply are subtracted and a final numerical value was calculated, and used to determine an excess or lack of supply for each census block group.

Ciommo (2018) developed an inaccessibility index which indicates the number of desirable activities (such as jobs, healthcare and shopping) that a particular demographic group cannot reach. The results are used to evaluate the social equity impacts of strategic planning decisions in Barcelona, Spain, such as city center vehicle restrictions, parking policy changes, public transit service improvements, and park-and-ride services. The results indicate that the inaccessibility index analysis provides a practical way to consider equity impacts in planning decisions.

**Sidewalk Audits (Stosberg 2020)**
Mark Stosberg conducted an equity audit of Bloomington, Indiana's sidewalks investments. The audit found data gaps and biased funding allocation practices that are unfair and inefficient.

**Non-Drivers Accessibility**
Case (2011) developed a model that evaluates nondrivers' accessibility based on non-drivers trip generation rates. This technique can help identify the best neighborhoods to focus non-automobile transportation improvement efforts, including targeted walking, cycling and public transport improvements, more accessible land use development, and increased affordability. Table 4 compares automobile-dependent and multi-modal transport systems ability to meet various transport demands. In a multi-modal community motorist can still drive (although somewhat slower), but in an automobile-dependent community non-drivers are significantly disadvantaged. This indicates that a diversified, multi-modal transport system is most vertically equitable (Sharp and Tranter 2010).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Travel</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Automobile Dependent</th>
<th>Multi-Modal</th>
<th>Consequences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Driver commute</td>
<td>85-95% of commuters</td>
<td>Drives</td>
<td>Sometimes drives, but can use alternative</td>
<td>Multi-modalism allows drivers to choose the best</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This table indicates how various types of trips are made in automobile dependent and multi-modal transport systems. “Driver” refers to somebody who is able to drive and has an automobile. “Non-driver” refers to somebody who for any reason cannot drive a motor vehicle.

A survey of Vermont residents found that many want alternatives to automobile travel, including better walking and cycling conditions, ridesharing and transit services (AARP 2009). Even people who do not currently use such services value having them available for possible future use (option value) and to help reduce environmental impacts.

Equitable Access Evaluation
Golub and Martens (2014) define an access ratio, as the ratio of automobile and public transit employment access, and define the access poverty line as a ratio of 0.33, which implies that transit users can access one third the number of jobs as by car. This is used to evaluate the equity of San Francisco regional transportation plan scenarios. The analysis shows that virtually all neighborhoods suffer substantial gaps between car and public transport-based accessibility, but that the two proposed transportation investment programs reduce access poverty compared to a “no project” scenario. They also investigate how access and access poverty rates vary by demographic groups and map low-income communities within access impoverished areas.

Inclusive Planning Analysis
Many jurisdictions apply sustainable transport planning which balances economic, social and environmental objectives, but social sustainability is often less clearly defined than other impacts. Social sustainability is often defined in terms of avoiding excessive burdens on disadvantaged groups (the basis of environmental justice), or in terms of general social goals such as poverty reduction, community cohesion and accountability.
Researchers Rebecca Mann recommends applying inclusive impact assessment when evaluating urban transport project impacts (Mann 2011). Inclusive development is defined as “growth that reduces disadvantage,” and inclusive transport planning refers to policies and projects that enhance the wellbeing of physically, economically and socially disadvantaged groups. Mann recommends considering these factors when evaluating specific transport policies and projects:

1. Who benefits and who is excluded?
2. How does the project help disadvantaged people (in terms of time savings, comfort and safety) access employment and income opportunities, education, and health services?
3. How does it affect the travel costs of different households?
4. How will it impact public and non-motorized transport?
5. How will it affect disadvantaged people’s environment and health.

**An Inclusive Transport Impact Assessment Tool** which includes:

- Spatial analysis of poverty and impacts that a policy or project may have on poor people’s economic and social opportunities (where they live, school, work and shop).
- Identification of various affected “stakeholder” groups (by income, gender, age, physical ability, employment status, racial or ethnic minority, or other vulnerabilities).
- Analysis of “transmission channels” through which the project will affect disadvantaged groups (access, prices, subsidies, health and safety, and employment in transport sector).
- An impact matrix which summarizes how various disadvantaged groups are affected.
- Special factors to consider when evaluating accessibility, affordability, safety and health.

**Transportation Equity Analysis Theory**

Pereira, Schwanen and Banister (2016) discuss how various theories of justice (utilitarianism, libertarianism, intuitionism, Rawlsian, and Capability Approaches) can apply to transport planning. Based on Rawlsian and Capability Approaches principles they propose that transport equity should be evaluated based on detailed analysis of how policies affect disadvantaged groups’ accessibility to basic services and activities; impact disadvantaged groups; reduce inequalities of opportunities; mitigate transport externalities; and respect individuals’ rights. This requires more complete accessibility analysis than usually applied in conventional transport planning, including factors such as proximity and location, mobility options, financial costs and user capabilities.

**Parking Requirement Equity Impacts**

Parking requirements are an example of transport planning decisions that have significant, unintended, and often overlooked equity impacts. Most jurisdictions have regulations that specify the minimum number of parking spaces that must be supplied at each destination. These requirements tend to be generous, designed to insure that motorists can almost always find convenient at any destination (Litman 2000). They are
even justified on equity grounds, to insure that each development bears the costs of the parking demand it generates, to avoid spillover parking problems at nearby sites.

These parking requirements represent a subsidy of vehicle ownership and use worth hundreds of dollars annually per motorist (Shoup 2005; “Parking Costs,” Litman 2019). They cause parking costs to be borne indirectly through mortgages and rents, retail prices, and taxes. People bear these costs regardless of how many vehicles they own and how much they drive. As a result, households that own fewer than average vehicles or drive less than average tend to pay more than the parking costs they impose, while those who own more than average vehicles or drive more than average tend to underpay. Since vehicle ownership and use tend to increase with income, these regulations and subsidies tend to be regressive, that is, they place a relatively large burden on lower-income people. Because parking requires paving large amounts of land, they tend to encourage sprawl and create less walkable communities. These changes reduce mobility and accessibility for non-drivers, and increase total transportation costs, which tends to be particularly harmful to disadvantaged people.

These equity impacts are often overlooked when parking requirements are established. This is not because the people involved are immoral or uncaring, rather they generally have not considered all the equity impacts resulting from such decisions, particularly indirect and long-term impacts on other groups.⁶

---

⁶ Since decision-makers tend to be busy, middle-class professionals who drive automobiles, they are likely to perceive the benefits of generous parking requirements and are less sensitive to the unfair costs such requirements impose on non-drivers.
Transportation Cost Analysis
Both horizontal equity and economic efficiency require that users bear the costs they impose on society, unless a subsidy is specifically justified ("Market Principles," VTPI 2005). Highway cost allocation (also called highway cost responsibility) refers to analysis of the costs imposed by various types of vehicles and the degree to which they are recovered by user fees (Jones and Nix 1995; FHWA 1997). Most cost allocation studies only consider direct roadway expenditures, and categorize users according to vehicle size and type (automobiles, buses, light and heavy trucks). The table below summarizes the results of a major U.S. highway cost allocation study. It indicates that about a third of roadway costs are subsidies (costs not borne directly by user fees).

Table 5  Roadway Cost Responsibility, 1997 US Dollars Per Mile (FHWA 1997)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vehicle Class</th>
<th>VMT (millions)</th>
<th>Federal Costs</th>
<th>State Costs</th>
<th>Local Costs</th>
<th>Total Costs</th>
<th>Total User Payments</th>
<th>External Costs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Automobiles</td>
<td>1,818,461</td>
<td>$0.007</td>
<td>$0.020</td>
<td>$0.009</td>
<td>$0.035</td>
<td>$0.026</td>
<td>$0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pickups and Vans</td>
<td>669,198</td>
<td>$0.007</td>
<td>$0.020</td>
<td>$0.009</td>
<td>$0.037</td>
<td>$0.034</td>
<td>$0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single Unit Trucks</td>
<td>83,100</td>
<td>$0.038</td>
<td>$0.067</td>
<td>$0.041</td>
<td>$0.146</td>
<td>$0.112</td>
<td>$0.034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combination Trucks</td>
<td>115,688</td>
<td>$0.071</td>
<td>$0.095</td>
<td>$0.035</td>
<td>$0.202</td>
<td>$0.157</td>
<td>$0.044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buses</td>
<td>7,397</td>
<td>$0.030</td>
<td>$0.052</td>
<td>$0.036</td>
<td>$0.118</td>
<td>$0.046</td>
<td>$0.072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Vehicles</td>
<td>2,693,844</td>
<td>$0.011</td>
<td>$0.025</td>
<td>$0.011</td>
<td>$0.047</td>
<td>$0.036</td>
<td>$0.010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table summarizes the results of a major cost allocation study which found that user fees fund only about two-thirds of roadway facilities.

More comprehensive transportation cost studies include additional costs such as parking subsidies, traffic services, congestion delay, accident risk and pollution damages (INFRAS and IWW 2004; Litman 2005a). Considering more costs tends to indicate greater inequity. For example, considering just roadway costs not borne by user fees, automobile travel is subsidized about 1¢ per mile, but much greater subsidies are found if traffic services, parking subsidies, accident externalities and environmental impacts are also considered. These external costs mean that people who drive more than average receive greater public subsidies than people who drive less than average. Since driving tends to increase with income, this is both horizontally and vertically inequitable. Considering just financial costs, this inequity is partly offset by the additional taxes paid by higher-income people, but this offset is smaller when non-market costs such as accident risk and pollution damages are also considered.

---

7 Equity and efficiency definitions of optimal pricing differ somewhat. Horizontal equity focuses on average costs, often measured at the group level, while economic efficiency focuses on marginal costs per trip, which ignores sunk costs such as past construction investments. However, average and marginal costs tend to converse over the long run since over time most costs become variable.
Transportation Cost Burdens
Transportation is a major financial burden to many consumers, particularly for lower-income households. Figure 4 illustrates transport expenditures relative to total household income by income class. The portion of household income devoted to transport declines with annual income, so these costs are regressive.\(^8\)

\textbf{Figure 4}  Portion of Household Income Spent on Transport (BLS 2000)

\textit{Transportation expenditures are highest as a portion of net (after tax) income for lower-income households, indicating that transportation costs are regressive.}

Households that own a motor vehicle tend to spend far more of their income on transportation than zero-vehicle households, as illustrated in Figure 5.

\textbf{Figure 5}  Portion of Household Income Devoted to Transport (BLS 2003)\(^9\)

\textit{Transport costs tend to be regressive for vehicle-owning households, but not zero-vehicle households.}

\(^{8}\) Equity impacts can also be evaluated with respect to \textit{expenditures} rather than \textit{income}. Expenditures are less volatile and include other types of wealth such as savings and benefits such as food stamps.

\(^{9}\) This figure assumes that all vehicle costs are borne by vehicle-owning households and all public transport costs by zero-vehicle households. This is not exactly accurate since vehicle-owning households do use public transport and zero-vehicle households pay some vehicle expenses, but is consistent with other research showing much lower transport expenditures in vehicle-owning than zero-vehicle households.
This financial burden is significantly affected by the type of transport system in an area. Low-income residents of automobile-dependent communities tend to spend much more of their income on transport than residents of communities with more diverse, multi-modal transport systems.\(^\text{10}\) This suggests that automobile dependency is regressive, and that policies and programs that improve travel options tend to be progressive (Frumkin, Frank and Jackson 2004).

The consumer costs and regressivity of automobile transport are even greater than these figures indicate when indirect costs are also considered, particularly residential parking, which averages about 10% of housing costs and more for lower-priced, urban housing (Jia and Wach 1998). High parking costs reduce housing affordability, imposing additional burdens on lower-income households, which are often forced to choose between suburban housing with lower rents but higher transportation costs, and more costly urban housing with lower transportation costs.

Vehicle ownership tends to increases economically-disadvantaged people’s employment and income (Sawicki and Moody 2001; Smart and Klein 2015). This has several equity implications. It suggests that strategies that help poor people obtain access to automobiles may provide equity benefits, for example, as part of welfare-to-work programs. Carsharing and other vehicle rental services, special vehicle and insurance purchase loan programs, and Pay-As-You-Drive insurance can help some disadvantaged people increase their mobility and economic opportunities (VTPI 2005).

Because driving is costly, regressive and difficult (particularly for some disadvantaged people, such as people with disabilities and immigrants who do not speak English), automobile-oriented solutions create additional equity problems. Cheap automobiles affordable to poor people tend to be unreliable, and are sometimes unsafe. Lower-income drivers often share vehicles with other household members. Even poor people who own an automobile often rely somewhat on other modes. As a result, disadvantaged people tend to benefit from a more diverse transport system. In other words, disadvantaged people may benefit from policies that help them drive, but they can benefit even more overall from policies and programs that increase total travel options.

Similarly, land use strategies that improve community accessibility, such as locating affordable housing, public services and jobs in more accessible, multi-modal locations provides equity benefits by reducing cost burdens on disadvantaged households (“Location Efficient Development,” VTPI 2005).

\(^{10}\) For example, households in communities with high quality transit systems spend a smaller portion of their income on transport than residents of more automobile dependent communities (Litman, 2004).
Traffic Impacts

Vehicle traffic impacts can have significant equity impacts. For example, the congestion impacts that motor vehicles impose on other road users is horizontally inequitable to the degree that higher-occupant vehicle (carpools, vanpools and buses) passengers are delayed by congestion, although they use less road space and so impose less delay on others per passenger-mile. Similarly, motor vehicle use imposed delay and accident risk on pedestrians and cyclists, and noise and air pollution on nearby residents. Horizontal equity therefore suggests that a bus carrying fifty passengers should be able to use up to fifty times as much road space as a car carrying one passenger, that pedestrians and cyclists should be protected from risks imposed by motorists, and that people who seldom or never use automobiles should avoid subsidizing motorists parking facilities.

Some traffic impacts, such as congestion delay and accident risk, can be monetized (measured in monetary units) for economic evaluation (Litman 2019). However, adjustments may be needed for equity evaluation. For example, most monetized congestion cost estimates only measure motor vehicle traffic impacts, effects on nonmotorized travel are usually ignored, although they are often significant compared with costs that are considered, particularly in urban areas (“Barrier Effects,” Litman 2019). They represent a horizontal inequity (motorists impose far more delay and risk on nonmotorized travelers than nonmotorized travelers impose on motorists), and to the degree that people who are transportation disadvantaged drive less and rely more on nonmotorized modes, this represents a vertical inequity.

Described in a more positive way, current evaluation practices tend to underestimate the full benefits and equity impacts of strategies that reduce vehicle traffic and improve nonmotorized travel conditions because they ignore benefits from improved nonmotorized travel, which are particularly important to many disadvantaged people.

Road space allocation and traffic management decision have various, sometimes overlooked distributional impacts. For example, traffic calming tends to reduce automobile traffic speeds while improving safety for motorist and nonmotorists, and neighborhood livability (Bellefleur 2013). HOV priority strategies benefit rideshare and transit passengers, and motorists if they reduce traffic congestion (“HOV Priority,” VTPI 2005). Bicycle lanes benefit cyclists and motorists to the degree that they reduce conflicts. Parking regulations, such as parking duration limits, benefit some users, trips and businesses at the expense of others.

Special analysis may be justified to determine whether planning decisions violate environmental justice principles. For example, geographic analysis can help determine whether lower-income and minority communities contain an excessive portion of undesirable transportation facilities such as major highways and freight terminals. Special programs may be justified to clean up brownfields, insure that regional transport facilities meet local community needs, mitigate traffic impacts, and compensate for external costs imposed on disadvantaged populations.
Planning Biases and Distortions

Current planning practices are biased and distorted in ways that are both horizontally inequitable (they favor some users over others), and vertically inequitable (they tend to harm disadvantaged people). Examples are described below.

- **Emphasis on mobility rather than accessibility.** Conventional planning measures mobility rather than accessibility, which favors motorized modes, and undervalues alternative modes and land use policies to increase accessibility.

- **Undervaluation of nonmotorized travel.** Conventional travel surveys tend to undercount short trips, non-commute trips, travel by children and walking links of motorized trips, which undervalues nonmotorized travel. This skews planning and funding toward motorized modes, reducing transport quality for nondrivers.

- **Incomplete evaluation.** Conventional economic evaluation tends to overlook many indirect costs of roadway capacity expansion and the full benefits of alternative modes and mobility management solutions (Litman 2019).

- **Fragmented and incremental planning.** This allows individual decisions that contradict strategic planning objectives. For example, planning agencies often impose generous parking requirements on development, even in areas that want to encourage infill development, more compact development, and use of alternative modes.

- **More funding and lower local matching requirements for roadway and parking facilities than for other modes.** This favors highway investments over underinvest in alternative modes and management solutions.

- **Automobile underpricing,** including free parking, fixed insurance and registration fees, general taxes funding roadways, and lack of congestion pricing. These distortions increase vehicle ownership and use, and which reduces development of other modes.

- **Environmental injustice.** Lower income and minority neighborhoods tend to bear more than their share of undesirable transport facilities, and receive less than a fair share of transport investments and services (Bullard and Johnson 1997).

- **Land use policies that favor sprawl.** These include generous parking and setback requirements, density restrictions, and single-use zoning. This leads to more automobile-dependent communities that provide poor access for non-drivers.

Although individually these distortions may seem modest and justified, their impacts are cumulative, resulting in large total subsidies for automobile travel and significant harm to society. For example, parking subsidies total hundreds of dollars annually per vehicle (Shoup 2005), far higher than public subsidies per transit rider. Automobile travel also imposes costs for local road and traffic services, congestion, accident costs and environmental damages worth hundreds of dollars annually per vehicle. These impacts are widely dispersed through the economy, incorporated into taxes, rents and retail prices, and so are generally ignored in individual planning decisions. By reducing transport system diversity and land use accessibility, these distortions harm disadvantaged people, which is vertically inequitable.
Critical Evaluation of Equity Objectives in Regional Transportation Plans
Manaugh, Badami and El-Geneidy (2015) evaluate how social equity is conceptualized, operationalized, and prioritized in 18 urban region transportation plans in North America. They critically analyze the quality of the related objectives, how meaningfully their achievement is assessed through the choice of performance measures or indicators, and their prioritization relative to other objectives. They find good examples of social equity objectives and measures in several plans, but social equity goals and objectives are in many cases not translated into clearly specified objectives, and appropriate measures for assessing their achievement in a meaningful, disaggregated manner are often lacking. In general, there is a stronger focus on the local environment (and congestion reduction) than on social equity in the plans. They discuss considerations for generating objectives and measures for better integrating social equity into urban transportation plans.

Equity Impacts of Congestion Reduction Strategies
Shaheen, Stocker and Meza (2019) examine the social equity impacts of 30 congestion management strategies, applying a Spatial – Temporal – Economic – Physiological – Social (STEPS) Equity Framework (Shaheen et al., 2017) to identify impacts and classify whether social equity barriers are reduced, exacerbated, or both by a particular congestion mitigation measure. The strategies are grouped into six main categories: 1) pricing, 2) parking and curb policies, 3) operational strategies, 4) infrastructure changes, 5) transportation services and strategies, and 6) conventional taxation. The findings show that the social equity impacts of certain congestion management strategies are poorly understood. Congestion mitigation measures have the potential to affect travel costs, commute times, housing, and accessibility in ways that are distinctly positive or negative for different populations. For these reasons, social equity implications of congestion management strategies should be understood and mitigated for in planning and implementation of these strategies.

Transit-Oriented Development Displacement
The book, Transit-Oriented Displacement or Community Dividends? (Chapple and Loukaitou-Sideris 2019) uses quantitative and qualitative research to examine who benefits and who loses from transit-oriented development (TOD). It analyzes neighborhood transformation, gentrification, and displacement effects on low income and minority populations. The study finds that TOD can provide many benefits, but by increasing land values and housing prices it can increase gentrification (more affluent residents) and displacement (lower-income and minority residents forced to leave), which harms individuals, communities and local businesses. The authors explain, “a dark side of TODs has emerged, as evidence suggests that they may not only be detrimental to the households that depend on transit the most but also could reinforce deeply embedded land use practices that lead to segregation by income and race.”
Involuntary Transport Disadvantages (Jeekel 2018)
The book, *Inclusive Transport*, examines ways that transport policies which favor automobile travel over other modes reduce accessibility for mobility-disadvantaged people, and potential policy reforms to reduce this problem. It summarizes research on this issue and examples of policy reforms from around the world.

*Equity & Mobility* (https://issuu.com/cite7/docs/t40.2-summer2018/24)
A comic book written and illustrated by transportation engineer Ryan Martinson (2018), published in *Transportation Talk*, the quarterly journal of the Canadian Institute of Transportation Engineers, provides an overview of transportation equity concepts including equality (the state of being equal) and equity (the quality of being fair and impartial, taking into account differing needs and abilities), and how they are reflected in common transport planning decisions such as roadway design and funding allocation. It also discusses ways to include more diverse perspectives in transportation planning activities. This is an excellent way to introduce these concepts to practitioners, public officials and other stakeholders.

Gentrification Impacts
Howland (2020) interviewed low-income working-age Black people with children in Albina (an urban neighborhood) and East Portland (a suburban area) concerning how they are impacted by gentrification. He found that people in Albina were better resourced, on average, to accomplish their daily life maintenance due to better accessibility and more mobility options. The cultural rootedness of Albina appeared to be eroding as more Black people left due to gentrification and perceived unsafety on public transit, including overt racist acts by homeless people with mental illness. The author concludes “As East Portland continues to grow with more low-income people of color, more attention needs to go to the urban development of the area to make life a little easier for them.”

Transportation Pricing Reforms
Horizontal equity requires that as much as possible, consumers pay the costs imposed by their activities. Reforms such as higher fuel tax, road and parking pricing, and distance-based fees, can increase equity by making prices more accurately reflect the costs imposed by a particular trip, reducing cross-subsidies.

There is debate over the equity of road and parking pricing, particularly when fees are introduced on previously unpriced facilities. New fees are often criticized as unfair to users, since most roads and parking facilities are currently unpriced. Motorists ask, “Why should I pay while others do not?” But this argument can be reversed: unpriced roads and parking can be considered unfair if motorists must pay elsewhere. Critics argue that road pricing represents “double taxation” since they already pay fuel taxes that fund roads. However, road and parking pricing is usually applied in areas where the
costs of providing facilities is particularly high, such as in city centers and new highways. Such fees can be considered a surcharge for these higher-than-average costs.

Pricing proponents emphasize that motorists receive benefits, such as reduced traffic congestion, and that pricing is optional. For example, motorists may have a choice between free but congested highway lanes, and uncongested but priced lanes. Similarly, they may be able to choose between convenient but priced parking, and less convenient but free parking. This is called value pricing. Whether motorists have adequate alternatives is often an important issue in pricing equity analysis. Pricing reforms can also benefit disadvantaged people (increase vertical equity) if they reduce negative impacts on disadvantaged neighborhoods or improve travel options for non-drivers. For example, Kain (1994) predicts that congestion pricing can benefit lower income commuters and non-drivers overall by improving transit and rideshare services.

Transportation price increases are often criticized as being regressive, since a particular fee represents a greater portion of income for lower-income people than for higher-income people. Overall equity impacts depend on who would pay the tolls, how prices are structured, the quality of transport alternatives available (Cortright 2017 and 2018; Golub 2010; Manville 2017; Schweitzer 2009), how revenues are used, and whether driving is considered a necessity or a luxury (Litman 1996; Rajé 2003; TRB 2011). If there are good alternatives, revenues are used to benefit the poor, and disadvantaged people are given discounts, price increases can be progressive overall.

There is a long history of incorporating vertical equity objectives into transport pricing, with targeted discounts for lower-income people. Adam Smith (1976), a founder of modern economics, wrote that, “When the toll upon carriages of luxury coaches, post chaises, etc. is made somewhat higher in proportion to their weight than upon carriages of necessary use, such as carts, wagons, and the indolence and vanity of the rich is made to contribute in a very easy manner to the relief of the poor, by rendering cheaper the transportation of heavy goods to all the different parts of the country.”

Transportation Equity Spatial Analysis
The report, Equity Analysis of Land Use and Transport Plans Using an Integrated Spatial Model (Rodier, et al. 2010), used the PECAS (Production, Exchange, and Consumption Allocation) Model Activity Allocation Module to evaluate the equity effects of various land use and transport policies intended to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. It quantifies the distributions various transport and economic interactions, including wages, rents, productivity, and consumer surplus, for segments of households, labor, and industry. It evaluates the equity impacts of different transport and land development patterns. The results indicate that a more compact, multi-modal development tends to reduce travel costs, wages, and housing costs by increasing accessibility, providing both economic productivity and social equity benefits. Higher income households may be net losers, since their incomes are more dependent on
reduced wages, they are less willing to switch to higher density dwellings, and they are more likely to own their own home.

Dodson, et al. (2011) apply cluster analysis to a large regional household travel survey to identify the geographic distribution and travel activity of low socioeconomic status (SES) groups. The study used this information to develop a new integrated land use and transport accessibility model that can quantify the overall accessibility to goods and services for disadvantaged populations. District level census data (approximately 200 households) integrates with conventional transport models transport analysis zones.

**Climate Change Emission Reduction Equity**

Lin (2008) evaluated the equity impacts of climate change policies, including the distribution of damages from climate change and other pollutants, and the distribution of benefits from emission reduction efforts (such as whether energy conservation programs provide incentives and jobs to low income and minority populations). She critiques emission reduction policies, such as cap-and-trade, feebeates and road pricing in terms of their impacts on disadvantaged populations, and recommends specific design principles, such as insuring adequate alternative travel modes if congestion pricing or carbon taxes are implemented, and use of revenues in ways that benefits disadvantaged populations.

**Equitable VMT Reduction Strategies (Carlson and Howard 2010)**

The report *Impacts Of VMT Reduction Strategies On Selected Areas And Groups*, sponsored by the Washington State Department of Transportation, investigated the equity impacts of the state’s vehicle miles travelled (VMT) reduction targets (18% reduction by 2020, 30% reduction by 2035, and 50% reduction by 2050), and ways to minimize negative equity impacts. It identified various VMT reduction strategies and evaluated their impacts on five groups and areas, including small businesses, low-income residents, farmworkers, distressed counties, and counties with more than half the land in federal or tribal ownership. It identified ways to implement VMT reductions with the most positive or least negative impacts on those groups.

**Equitable Road Funding (Cortright 2017; Levinson 2010; Schweitzer and Taylor 2008)**

Opponents of efficient road pricing, such as congestion tolls, often argue that low-income, urban residents will suffer if they must pay to use congested freeways. This contention, however, fails to consider (1) how much low-income residents already pay for transportation in taxes and fees, or (2) how much residents would pay for highway infrastructure under an alternative revenue-generating scheme, such as a sales tax. Schweitzer and Taylor compare the cost burden of road toll and a local option transportation sales tax. The analysis indicates that although the sales tax spreads the costs of transportation facilities across a large number of people, it redistributes about $3 million in revenues from less affluent residents to those with higher incomes. Low-
income *drivers* individually save if they do not have to pay tolls, but low-income residents as a group pay more with sales taxes. Cortright (2017) found that peak-period automobile commuters have about twice the average incomes as commuters who use other modes and residents who do not work, which suggests that road tolls are progressive, or less regressive than other transportation fees such as transit fares.

**Fairness in a Car Dependent Society (SDC 2011)**
The report, *Fairness in a Car Dependent Society*, by the U.K. Sustainable Development Commission (SDC) analyzes the costs of car dependency and the distribution of these costs to various groups. While recognizing that car travel provides benefits, it also imposes significant costs that tend to be particularly burdensome to physically, economically or socially disadvantaged people. These groups tend to benefit least from automobile travel and sprawl, and face major costs from accident risks and pollution emissions, and reduced accessibility. The study recommends national transport policy reforms to address these issues, recognizing that transport planning decisions have significant indirect and external impacts, which should be considered in analysis. It recommends that transport decision makers should adopt a transport hierarchy approach to ensure the most sustainable and fair transport solutions are prioritized:

1. Demand reduction for powered transport
2. Modal shift to more sustainable and space efficient modes
3. Efficiency improvements of existing modes
4. Capacity increases for powered transport (only when 1-3 have been exhausted)

**Right To Basic Transport (KOTI 2011)**
Korea recognizes the right to basic transportation, which includes the right to move freely, conveniently and safely, the freedom to choose transport modes, the right to transport cargo, and the right to gain access to transport information regardless of economic, physical, social and regional barriers. It is a right based on the citizens’ basic rights stipulated in the Korean Constitution such as freedom of residence and movement, freedom of occupation, assurance regarding human dignity and worth. Korean planners are developing minimum service policies based on indices and criteria to implement these rights within practical resource constraints.

**Critical Evaluation of Indian Urban Transport (Mahadevia, Joshi and Datey 2013)**
The report, *Low-Carbon Mobility in India and the Challenges of Social Inclusion* critically evaluates the degree that Indian urban transport systems serve low-income households and other disadvantaged groups. It uses travel demand survey to evaluate walking, cycling and public transit activity, and consumer expenditure survey data to evaluate transportation affordability. It discusses the quality of Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) systems in various Indian cities, identifies problems and potential improvement strategies.

India’s National Urban Transport Policy (NUTP) emphasizes the importance of building ‘streets for people’ rather than simply maximizing motor vehicle traffic speeds. It also emphasizes the need to improve transit service for disadvantaged groups. This offers an
opportunity to improve public transit services and develop BRT systems, particularly because BRT tends to provide better service than buses operating in mixed traffic, but are cheaper and more flexible than metro rail systems. However, of the 63 cities eligible for national transportation funds, only about 10 built BRT systems, out of which only Ahmedabad, Delhi, Pune and Jaipur have dedicated bus lanes. Some roadway expansion projects that were planned as BRT lanes have been converted to general traffic lanes, and some BRT infrastructure badly designed, built or maintained, resulting in poor service quality. In Ahmedabad, there was no attempt to integrate the BRTS with existing municipal bus services and many previous bus lines were closed, and in Delhi there is political pressure to remove BRT lanes. Some Indian cities have developed well-used walking and bicycle facilities as part of transportation improvement programs, but others have failed to develop such facilities.

Indian cities experience major problems sharing road space amongst all users. Even facilities designed for pedestrians, cyclists and buses are often appropriated by motorised vehicles. For example, in Delhi, intersection signal cycles are designed to favour automobile traffic over buses. Traffic police have also refused to limit motorised two-wheelers encroaching the cycle tracks. Sometimes inappropriate design of infrastructure has led to a lack of usage. For example, in Ahmedabad, footpaths and cycle tracks have not been designed and built for all the corridors, compromising the safety and access of pedestrians and cyclists, and some cycle tracks have faulty designs that discourages cyclists from using them. Another common conflict and barrier to efficient urban transportation involves motor vehicles parking on footpaths, cycle tracks and bus lanes. Most vehicle parking is unpriced.

Women’s Transportation Safety (Tiwari 2014)
The report, Planning And Designing Transport Systems To Ensure Safe Travel For Women uses detailed travel survey data concerning how Indian women travel and the obstacles they face to develop recommendations for improving women’s travel safety, and to integrate these objectives into sustainable transportation planning in developing countries, including smart growth development patterns which insure that services and activities commonly used by women are located near homes, planning that places more emphasis on walking and public transit, and safer roadway design.

A Northeastern University study investigated policy solutions to address the transport needs of low-income and working Latino families in Massachusetts. The project conducted door-to-door surveys with more than 350 residents in targeted neighborhoods and held focus groups in each city to collect information on how residents get around, where they go using different transportation modes, what obstacles and issues they contend with, and solutions for overcoming transit-related problems. The study found that transportation takes a heavy toll on the time, budget, and stress level of low-income Latino Massachusetts residents. It found that:
• Low-income Latino residents lack good transport options and must often choose between expensive dependence on automobiles and inadequate, time-consuming public transit.

• Transportation challenges adversely affect people’s access to basic needs, broader opportunities, and overall quality of life.

• Low-income urban Latino residents need better and more affordable transportation options, including more frequent public transit service that gets them to jobs and other important destinations in a reasonable amount of time and every day of the week.

The study provided various recommendations including improving walking, cycling and public transport; improve transportation affordability; increases in motor vehicle user charges should be implemented with improvements in alternative modes; major public services (such as education and medical care) should be located and managed to maximize pedestrian, bicycle and public transit access.

**Road Space Allocation**

Gössling, et al. (2016) evaluated the fairness of urban road space allocation, based on the amount of space required for each mode and its share of travel. They used high-resolution satellite images in combination with a geographical information system to derive area measurements in four German urban districts. They found that the majority of road space is devoted to private automobile travel, while space efficient modes (walking, bicycling and public transit) receive less than their share.

Gössling (2016) evaluates three traffic impacts from a social justice perspective: traffic risk and pollutant exposure, road space allocation, and travel time valuation. He argues that current practices that favor motorized transport over other modes and ignore the negative impacts that motor vehicles impose on other road users and nearby residents is unfair. He concludes that transport justice can justify significant changes to urban planning, transport infrastructure development, and traffic management.

**Active Transport (Walking and Cycling) Planning for Equity**

The U.S. Federal Highway Administration report, *Pursuing Equity in Pedestrian and Bicycle Planning* (Sandt, Combs and Cohn 2016) identifies practical ways to help achieve social equity objectives by examining the travel demands of traditionally underserved populations (low income, minority, older adults, limited English proficiency (LEP) and people with disabilities), and ensuring that pedestrian and cycling planning decisions serve those demands. The research finds:

• Many children, older adults, and people with disabilities are unable to drive and so tend to rely on nonmotorized modes. These groups are often less able to take advantage of walking and cycling. For example, immigrants and those with language barriers are more likely to travel by bicycle but less likely to practice safe bicycling techniques (such as riding with traffic, using lights, and wearing helmets and reflective clothing), and are often forced to ride along roads lacking safe, accessible pedestrian and bicycle facilities.
• Many underserved population groups live where public transit services are limited.

• Many people in the U.S., in particular traditionally underserved populations, suffer from problems associated with inactivity, many of which could be addressed through improved access to safe walking and wheeling facilities.

• Women and minorities feel significantly less safe traveling by bicycle than non-minority males in the U.S. A majority of women and minorities agreed or strongly agreed that, given more supportive infrastructure (e.g., sidewalks, bike lanes, and separated facilities), they would be much more likely to bicycle for transportation.

• Individuals with limited travel options (including nonmotorized modes) travel less overall, make fewer trips for shopping and socializing; have a harder time applying for and accepting employment; are less likely to access healthy foods, health care, and educational resources; and are more likely to experience social isolation.

This and other research indicate that pedestrian and bicycle improvements can help reduce transportation inequities on underserved communities (Lee, Sener and Jones (2016). These studies identify specific, practical ways to make pedestrian and bicycle planning more responsive to underserved population travel demands, including specific objectives to support social equity goals, new tools for understanding how walking and cycling conditions affect disadvantaged populations’ access (such as the number of jobs accessible to disadvantaged groups within an acceptable commute travel time, and how planning decisions would affect this), and more involvement of underserved populations in the planning process. The FHWA report includes examples and case studies of pedestrian and bicycle planning that applies advanced equity analysis.
Tools for Measuring Multimodal Accessibility

Several new tools use various approaches to measure multi-modal accessibility, taking into account the time and money required to reach basic services and activities. This is important for equity analysis, particularly because many physically, economically and socially disadvantaged people are limited in their automobile travel and so rely on walking, cycling, ridesharing and public transit. These tools can help quantify the obstacles facing disadvantaged populations, and the impacts that planning decisions will have on their accessibility. These include:

Access Across America (http://ao.umn.edu/research/america) measures accessibility to jobs via various modes of transportation in major metropolitan areas across the United States.

Accessibility Observatory (http://ao.umn.edu) is a leading resource for the research and application of accessibility-based transportation system evaluation.

COST Accessibility Instruments (www.accessibilityplanning.eu) provides tools for accessibility planning.


Opportunity Score (https://labs.redfin.com/opportunity-score) ranks locations in 350 U.S. cities based on the number of jobs that can be accessed within a 30-minute walk or transit ride.

Revision (http://revision.lewis.ucla.edu/?mc_cid=6d7654de44&mc_eid=b8e4b2304e) is a regional mapping and analysis program that integrates various data for sustainable communities planning.

Smart Location Mapping (www.epa.gov/smartgrowth/smart-location-mapping) provides interactive maps and data for measuring access to jobs and workers by public transportation.

Sugar Access (www.citilabs.com/software/sugar/sugar-access) is a GIS tool that can evaluate the quality of accessibility to various services and activities in a particular community.

Travel Time and Housing Price Maps (www.mysociety.org/2007/more-travel-maps/morehousing). This interactive mapping system shows both travel times and housing costs for various locations in London.

Urban Accessibility Explorer (http://urbanaccessibility.com) is an easy-to-use mapping system that measures the number of jobs, stores, schools and parks that can be reached by residents of a specified neighborhood within a given travel time, by a particular mode and time of day in the Chicago region.

Is Automobile Dependency Inequitable?

Law professor Gregory H. Shill (2019 and 2020) argues that many current planning and legal practices subsidize and encourage automobile travel, creating automobile-dependent communities where it is difficult to access basic services and activities without driving. He argues that these practices are inherently unfair, particularly to disadvantaged people. These include restrictions on compact infill development in walkable neighborhoods; subsidies for roads and parking facilities; excessive speed limits that reflect drivers’ rather than pedestrians’ priorities; defining roads as vehicle space in which “jaywalking” is forbidden; the common practice of blaming non-drivers for injuries caused by automobiles; unpriced health and environmental damages; and tax laws that favor automobile commuters.
Automobile Ownership and Travel By Low-Income Households

Analyzing the 2009 U.S. National Household Travel Survey, Blumenberg and Pierce (2012 and 2014) identified factors that affect vehicle ownership and travel, including income, age, gender, race-ethnicity, employment status (student, worker, retiree, homemaker), children in household, geographic location (density and urban region), vehicle insurance costs and vehicle ownership (as it affects personal travel). They found that low-income households are less likely to own cars and more likely to travel by alternative modes. As household incomes rise from low to medium levels, vehicle ownership and travel tend to increase proportionately faster than incomes, particularly households with workers and children, and decline with land use density. The authors conclude that these findings justify public policies that help lower-income households located in automobile-dependent communities own vehicles.
Strategies To Achieve Transportation Equity Objectives

This section identifies various ways of achieving transportation equity objectives.

Horizontal Equity – Planning and Investment Reforms

Horizontal equity requires that public resources be allocated equally to each individual or group unless a subsidy is specifically justified. In most communities, motorists receive a larger share of infrastructure investments (land and money spent on roads and parking facilities) than people who don’t drive. Resource allocations should usually be measured per capita, with adjustments made to account for special needs, such as extra investments for people with disabilities or low incomes.

- Provide information for comparing the proportion of roadspace and money invested in various modes, and how that compares with their current and future mode shares.
- Improved information on indirect, external and non-market costs of transport.
- Apply least-cost planning, so resources (road space and money) can be allocated to the most cost-effective modes and programs, considering all impacts and goals.

In, Signalling Inequity – How Traffic Signals Distribute Time to Favour the Car and Delay the Pedestrian (Levinson 2018) argues that standard traffic signal control practices favor automobile traffic over pedestrian travel. He recommends various reforms for equity including automatic pedestrian counters, giving equal weight to pedestrian as vehicle travel time, maximizing pedestrian green time, giving pedestrians a ‘leading interval.’
Horizontal Equity – Pricing Reforms

Various transport pricing reforms can increase horizontal equity by making prices more accurately reflect costs (Litman 2005b; VTPI 2005). They can also tend to achieve vertical equity objectives by supporting alternative modes, improving affordability, and by prioritizing travel to favor basic mobility and HOV modes. These include:

- **Fuller cost recovery** – User fees such as fuel taxes and tolls increase to reflect costs imposed. For example, fuel taxes could be increased to fund a greater portion of roadway costs, and more parking facilities should be priced.

- **Weight-distance fees** – Fees that reflect the roadway costs imposed by a vehicle class.

- **Road Pricing** – Charge directly for road use, with rates vary to reflect how roadway and congestion costs vary by location, time and vehicle type.

- **Parking cash out** – Allow commuters to choose cash instead of subsidized parking.

- **Parking pricing** – Vary rates to reflect how costs vary by location, time and vehicle type.

- **Distance-based vehicle insurance and registration fees**, which converts fixed costs into variable costs with respect to annual vehicle travel.

- **Environmental taxes and emission fees**. Some economists recommend special fees based on the environmental imposed by an activity, such as vehicle air pollution emissions.

Ramjerdi (2006) evaluates the vertical equity impacts of various mobility management transport policies in Oslo, Norway, including road pricing, parking pricing and public transit service improvements. The analysis employs a range of equity measures reflecting different assumptions and perspectives, including the Gini coefficient and the Lorenz curve, which are measures of inequity.

Bandegani and Akbarzadeh (2016) evaluated the equity of distance-based public transit fares based on analysis of fare elasticities and transit passenger trip lengths. Results show that distance-based fares would reduce the Gini index (a ratio of low- to high-income users) from 0.38 to 0.17, indicating less inequality. Behbahani, et al. (2019) identified ways to incorporate social equity measures in transportation network planning. They discuss various social equity concepts and theories, review previous attempts to incorporate equity considerations into transport networks modeling, describe various transport planning equity impacts, and suggest a framework for simultaneously optimizing network design and achieving social equity objectives. According to this framework, network design can be formulated using bi-level integer programming models corresponding to seven major social equity approaches along with the classical approach of “Total Travel Time Minimization.” An accessibility variable is used as the distributable benefit. This approach is more comprehensive and flexible than previous equity impact models. The proposed framework can be used to evaluate and optimize the equity impacts of various infrastructure investment decisions.
Transit Generalized Cost Equity Modelling

El-Geneidy, et al. (2016) developed new transit accessibility measures based on generalized costs (travel time and fares). They use these measures to compare transit accessibility between socially disadvantaged and other neighborhoods in Montreal, Canada. This indicates that the number of jobs that can be reached within a given time and money budget is smaller than indicated by models that only consider travel time. However, residents of socially disadvantaged areas tend to have more equitable public transit job access than in most other neighborhoods, as reflected in smaller decreases in accessibility when fare costs are included. The authors argue that generating new measures that combine travel time and transit fares is a more accurate indicator of overall accessibility, that can be easily communicated by planners and engineers to policy makers and the public, since it translates accessibility measures to a dollar value.

Gender Equity

The study, Building Sustainable Mobility for Women (FIA 2017), examined women’s public transport experience in cities in South Africa, Ecuador, Argentina and Chile. The associated ‘Ella se mueve segura’ (‘Women move safely’) project identified four reasons why public transport personal security is particularly important for women:

1. **Women need safe public transport to support economic development.** Women make a vital and growing economic contribution globally. Improving women’s participation in the work force in Latin America could add an additional 34% to the region’s GDP.

2. **Women need safe public transport options to make good health and education choices for their families & communities.** Women shape communities. They access healthcare for themselves and their families, and they choose the education which will enable children to grow to be skilled and fulfilled people. They will miss health checks, and use the easiest and not necessarily the best schools if transport links are poor.

3. **Women need to experience safe public transport options because unless they feel safe on public transport they won’t recommend it to their families, and we won’t make any progress.** Linked to this women also influence the transport choices of the next generation of transport users. They share their experiences of sustainable transport options with their families, and like anyone they will only recommend what they like.

4. **Women have a right to be safe.** Finally, and most fundamentally; women have personal rights to be safe, to be respected, and to achieve their potential, yet currently traditional systems of public transportation delivery and management ‘are a nightmare for women everywhere’ as the New York Post recently opined.

Creating safe public spaces is challenging, but it is vital that this is taken forward. Public transport options which address women’s concerns are at the heart of our ability to achieve sustainable development and sustainable mobility. A system which fails women, undermines ambitions for sustainable mobility and sustainable development.
Vertical Equity – Progressive With Respect To Income

There are many ways to increase transport system affordability and insure that transport policies and program are progressive with respect to income:

- Favor affordable modes (walking, cycling, public transit, ridesharing, carsharing and delivery services) in policy and planning decisions, such as improvements to walking and bicycling conditions, plus rideshare and public transit services.

- Insure that public transit is affordable to lower-income users, and encourage or require employers to offer transit benefits or parking cash out (commuters who don’t drive receive the cash equivalent of parking subsidies provided to motorists) (Hamre 2019).

- Support transportation demand management strategies that increase affordability including improvements to lower-priced modes, reduced and more flexible parking requirements, parking cash out, and parking unbundling (parking rented separately from housing, so residents are not forced to pay for parking they do not need).

- Support policies that make automobile use more affordable and accessible to disadvantaged users, including targeted grants and loans, carsharing, and pay-as-you-drive pricing (insurance and registration fees prorated by mileage) (Blumenberg and Pierce 2012).

- Price transportation to favor economically, socially and physically disadvantaged people (Iacono and Lari 2006), such as discounted transit fares, road tolls, parking fees and other services. Give each resident a limited number of free transit and road trips.

- Support affordable-accessible housing (affordable housing in accessible neighborhoods).

The Urban Opportunity Agenda identified a set of local policies for reducing poverty and increasing economic mobility, which include reducing household transportation costs and improving access to education, employment and basic services.

Equitable Job Access By Income Class

Boer Cui, et al. (2019), compared car and public transport commute duration by income class in three major Canadian metropolitan regions, Toronto, Montreal and Vancouver. They found that accessibility at the origin (home) and destination (place of work) affects commute duration, particularly for low-income workers. They conclude that policies that improve car and public transit accessibility to lower-wage can reduce inequality. Turner (2019) critically evaluated claims that increasing U.S. transportation investments would increase economic mobility. His analysis indicates that, although highways and transit play an important role in determining where people live and work, marginal increases in their capacity is unlikely to significantly increase employment or productivity. Policies that increase urban transportation efficiency, through efficient road pricing, increased fuel taxes and bus service improvements are likely to provide greater benefits than expanding unpriced highways or subway systems. The study indicates that decongestion pricing with revenues used to improve transit service would increase efficiency and social equity.
Xia, et al. (2016) used detailed geographic analysis of housing affordability, employment self-sufficiency, urban sprawl, and transport-mode share by income class, measured with the Lorenz Curve and Gini index, in Sydney and Perth, Australia. They conclude that increasing affordable residential and job concentration around transit areas, and better transport services to the low income and seniors in urban fringe areas could significantly improve transport equity.

Similalry, Yeganeh, et al. (2018) analyzed transit job accessibility in the 45 largest U.S. Metropolitan Statistical Areas. They found that transit accessibility and mode shares are low overall, but low-income and minority residents tend to live in areas with higher transit accessibility, and middle income populations tend to locate in areas with relatively poor transit job accessibility. On average, accessibility differences by income are greater than accessibility differences by race. The relative importance of race versus income for injustice increases with MSA size.

**Vertical Equity – Benefiting Transportation Disadvantaged People**

Vertical equity (also called *distributional justice*) considers the quality of transportation services between advantaged and disadvantaged groups. Because disadvantaged people tend to drive less and rely on non-automobile modes, anything that increases transportation system diversity and land use accessibility tends to increase vertical equity. Conversely, anything that increases automobile dependency tends to contradict vertical equity objectives by reducing travel options for non-drivers and increasing transportation costs. As a result, planning and market distortions that favor automobile travel, described earlier in this report, tend to reduce vertical equity, while mobility management and smart growth strategies tend to increase vertical equity by creating more diverse and accessible transport systems.

Certain modes and services are particularly important to transport disadvantaged people, including walking, ridesharing, public transportation, taxi, special mobility services, carsharing, public Internet services, and delivery services – they can be considered *inclusive and affordable* modes. It is important to provide good connections between these modes and destinations, for example, insuring that there are good walking and cycling conditions around transit stops, that transportation terminals accommodate people with disabilities, and that public transit serves airports. Because users have few alternatives, Nguyen-Hoang and Yeung (2010) find that paratransit service benefits far exceed their costs.

Creger, Espino and Sanchez (2018) proposes a framework designed to define and evaluate mobility equity, and address structural inequities through a planning process that better responds to the needs of disadvantaged people and communities. They identify twelve equity indicators related to improved mobility options, reduced air pollution exposure, and enhanced economic opportunities for disadvantaged groups.
Smeds, Robin and McArthur (2020) investigate the degree that London’s transport planning considers the nighttime travel demands and obstacles for different groups – in other words, how the ‘politics of difference’ play out in transport policy-making. They find current planning distinguishes between workers, consumers, and transport users, but obscures special disadvantages due to factors such as gender, age, ethnicity, physical ability, and income, which limits their ability to address mobility injustices. These findings reaffirm the need for transport research to move beyond distributive justice and accessibility analysis, towards exploring the potential of thinking about distributive and epistemic justice for challenging the status quo of transport policy.

Khayesi (2020) argues that transportation systems should ensure the safety of vulnerable road users, such as pedestrians and cyclists, and failure to do so is unfair to walkers, cyclists, children, persons living with disabilities, the elderly and highway-adjacent communities in transport and land-use planning. Understanding Transport-Related Social Exclusion: A Multidimensional Approach (Yigitcanlar et al. 2018) developed a multidimensional framework for evaluating the degree that individuals are likely to face TRSE, using 15 key indicators and 47 sub-indicators reflecting physical, economic, temporal, spatial, psychological, and information factors.

Palmateer and Levinson (2018) evaluate transportation equity using four theoretical foundations: Absolute Need (minimal access to jobs), Equality of Opportunity (access to jobs are equal between groups), Maxi-Min Theory of Justice (disadvantaged groups should have better job access than more advantaged groups), and Relative Need (the differences in access to jobs between drivers and non-drivers). They evaluate these impacts using multi-modal transportation models. They conclude that the Absolute Minimum measure is suitable for gauging local job access by system users and overall shape of the distribution of transportation services. Equality of Opportunity analysis provides a basis for direct statistical comparison of transportation services between groups that can be scaled to a variety of geographic areas. The Maxi-Min Theory works well for comparing regions, once region size is controlled for, but does poorly for comparing groups. Relative Need measures compare between groups both within a single mode and between modes, and can also be scaled within or between regions.
Hertel, Keil and Collens (2016) evaluates the fairness of public transport service allocation and pricing in the Toronto, Canada region, and recommends policies to achieve social equity objectives. Their analysis emphasizes that public transit provides many disadvantaged residents with a gateway to critical services, opportunities and amenities. They argue that fares should be based on people’s ability to pay, with targeted discounts to lower-income areas and groups. It describes how transportation agencies expand their planning to better address social equity goals.

Martens (2006) argues that current transport evaluation exaggerates the benefits of automobile-oriented improvements and undervalues improvements to alternative modes, which is regressive because it skews planning and investment decisions to favor people who are economically, socially and physically advantaged (those who currently drive high mileage) and at the expense of those who are disadvantaged (who currently drive low mileage and rely on alternative modes). As he explains:

“Both transport modeling and cost-benefit analysis are driven by distributive principles that serve the highly mobile groups, most notably car users, at the expense of the weaker groups in society. Transport modeling is implicitly based on the distributive principle of demand. By basing forecasts of future travel demand on current travel patterns, transport models are reproducing the current imbalances in transport provision between population groups. The result is that transport models tend to generate suggestions for transport improvements that benefit highly mobile population groups at the expense of the mobility-poor. Given the importance of mobility and accessibility in contemporary society for all population groups, the paper suggests to base transport modeling on the distributive principle of need rather than demand. This would turn transport modeling into a tool to secure a minimal level of transport service for all population groups.” (Martens 2006).

To correct these biases he recommends the following changes to transportation modeling and economic evaluation techniques to reflect equity objectives:

- Evaluate transport improvements based on accessibility rather than mobility. For example, rate potential improvements based on the number of services and jobs accessible to people, taking into account their ability (i.e., to walk and drive), travel time and financial budgets, not simply vehicle travel time savings. This recognizes the value of various modes and land use changes to improve accessibility and achieve planning goals.

- The value assigned to accessibility gains should be inversely related to people’s current levels of accessibility to reflect diminishing marginal benefits, so accessibility gains for the mobility-poor (lower annual miles travelers) should be valued more than for mobility-rich (high annual mile travelers), because accessibility-constrained people tend to benefit more from additional mobility. Travel time savings for mobility-poor people should be valued higher than for the mobility-rich to achieve consumer welfare and efficiency, as well as social justice objectives, for example, by allowing disadvantaged people access education and employment that increases their productivity.
A Fair Share of Resources
Current transportation planning and funding practices tend to favor automobile facilities over other modes. As a result, motorists tend to receive far more resources (land and money) per capita than to non-drivers. Planning and funding reforms can help ensure that non-drivers receive a fair share. These reforms can include:

- Collect information on non-auto travel demands and activity.
- Collect information on the resources allocated to various modes, including road space, transport infrastructure funding, and government-mandated vehicle parking facilities.
- Collect information on external costs (traffic delay, risk, noise and air pollution) that motor vehicles impose on other road users.
- Apply multimodal transporation planning, so non-auto facilities and programs are considered equally with those for automobile travel.
- Apply least-costs funding, cost-recovery road and parking pricing, and comprehensive impact analysis, can help.
- Compare the accessibility available between drivers and non-drivers, and wealthy versus poor. Identify transportation improvements that can reduce these disparities.

Public Transit Justice Test
Adli and Donovan (2018) developed a “justice test” for transportation planning decisions which measures how changes in accessibility affect different socioeconomic groups. As an example, they measure how a proposed rail transit improvement would increase employment accessibility (number of jobs that can be reached within 45 minutes of door-to-door travel) in economically deprived neighborhoods.

Smart Growth Development Policies
Automobile dependency and sprawl tend to be inequitable because they make non-drivers (people who cannot rely on automobile transportation) relatively worse off compared with drivers, and tend to increase transportation costs, which is regressive (Beard, Mahendra, Westphal 2016; Schneider and McClelland 2005). Lower-income households that rely on automobile transportation tend to spend a relatively large portion of their income on basic transportation, while those that use other travel modes spend much less (Smart and Klein 2015). Described more positively, transportation and land use policies that create more compact communities and more multi-modal transport systems help achieve equity objectives by improving non-drivers’ accessibility and increasing affordability (Rodier, et al. 2010; Semuels 2017).

Frederick and Gilderbloom (2018) found that increased commute mode diversity (smaller automobile mode shares) is associated with reduced income inequality. Rachele, et al. (2018) argues that automobile dependency and sprawl reduce economically disadvantaged people’s health quality and economic opportunity.
Accessibility in Areas of Concentrated Poverty
Guthrie, et al. (2019) assessed the transportation assets and challenges in Areas of Concentrated Poverty (ACPs), particularly those with majority minority populations. They used sophisticated surveys to investigate residents’ household vehicle ownership rates, travel activity, their user experience, and unmet transportation needs. They find that participants’ activity spaces (services and activities they can access) vary significantly based on car availability and local built form and that pedestrian environments around stops affect the experience of using transit in ACPs more strongly than transit service itself, leading to the conclusion that transit- and pedestrian-oriented community design is a significant equity issue.

Mobility Equity Framework
The Greenlining Institute’s report, Mobility Equity Framework: How to Make Transportation Work for People (Creger, Espino and Sanchez 2018) argues that to achieve social equity goals, governments should prioritize the mobility needs of low-income individuals of color and address the historical neglect they have experienced. This should include more affordable and accessible mobility, reduced air pollution, and increased economic opportunities for disadvantaged populations. To get there, this paper proposes a framework designed to elevate these values and address structural inequities through an adaptable, customizable process for community, advocates, and transportation decision-makers.

Access to Opportunities Through Equitable Transportation (Stacy, et al. 2020)
The Urban Institute’s report, Access to Opportunities Through Equitable Transportation: Lessons from Four Metropolitan Regions, examines transportation equity and inclusion, taking into account spatial mismatch (proximity of lower-wage workers and jobs), access to day and evening jobs by public transit, and overall access to safe and affordable transportation. It maps these factors in Seattle, Washington; Lansing, Michigan; Baltimore, Maryland; and Nashville, Tennessee regions. The study found that despite their geographic differences, all of these regions face common challenges in providing equitable transportation. The study also identified opportunities that all metro regions could take to further transportation equity.

Inclusivity Quotient (WEF 2020)
The World Economic Forum’s Inclusivity Quotient evaluates a mobility system based on five trackable factors: availability, affordability, performance, security and legacy, to provide guidance for improving disadvantaged people's access to basic services. It focuses on these three groups:

1. Rural communities. They face physical isolation, limited economic diversity, higher poverty rates and reduced access to core services like healthcare and education.

2. Seniors. As older individuals age out of driving, they still have the interest and means to move. What technology governance gaps can be tackled to seize this opportunity?

3. Women. Their travel needs and activities are often invisible to decision makers due to data collection processes.
Sustainable Transport and Poverty (Starkey and Hine 2014)
Special consideration is needed to ensure that transportation improvements in developing regions benefit poor people. For example, rural roadway improvements can be designed to accommodate pedestrians and bicyclists, and reduce poor residents’ exposure to accident risk and pollution. They recommend the following practices:

- Encourage all stakeholders, including poor people, to participate in transport planning.
- Collect planning data that disaggregates users by income, age, gender and ability.
- Improve urban walking and bicycling conditions.
- Adopt ‘universal design’ standards for all transport facilities and services.
- Controll polluting vehicles and enforcing traffic laws and parking restrictions.
- Regulate informal minibus services to improve operational standards.
- Develop transport authorities’ ability to plan and finance services and infrastructure.
- Introduce road pricing, area traffic control and integrated transport services.
- Ensure that new transit facilities can be used by the poor, pedestrians and bicyclists.
- Encourage compact growth, and prioritising public transit, walking and bicycling.
- Ensure that where resettlement is required, it implemented in a fair manner, with people relocated as close as possible to their previous locations and work opportunities.

Access for All in Developing Countries
The report, From Mobility to Access for All: Expanding Urban Transportation Choices in the Global South (Venter, Mahendra and Hidalgo 2019) evaluates the quality of access by lower-income residents of developing country cities. The analysis indicates that up to half of urbanites experience restricted access to jobs and services, leading to either high travel burdens or exclusion from opportunities. Many cities are experiencing declining accessibility due to a confluence of rapid urbanization and motorization trends. Inadequate access afflicts both low-income communities scattered throughout the city and low- to medium-income people living in suburbs and peripheral settlements who use private cars and motorcycles on long, congested commutes. Improving urban accessibility can help improve environmental quality and economic competitiveness that result from growing traffic congestion and urban sprawl. The authors identify highlight three priorities to address these challenges: changing how public streets are managed, shifting from individual to shared transport modes through an integrated network of multimodal user-oriented services, and tempering the demand for private vehicle use. This will require capable governance, leadership new funding models to support enable these priority actions.
Transport Equity Objectives Summary

Table 7 identifies various transportation improvement strategies that help achieve specific equity objectives. This type of analysis can be modified to reflect the needs and values of a particular community. For example, different types of pricing reforms can have different equity impacts, depending on how they are structured and how revenues are used, so with thoughtful design, pricing reforms can achieve a maximum range of equity objectives.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Treats Everybody Equally</th>
<th>People Bear the Costs They Impose</th>
<th>Progressive With Respect To Income</th>
<th>Benefits Transport Disadvantaged</th>
<th>Improves Basic Access</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Direct user charges for road and parking pricing.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance-based (rather than flat) insurance and registration fees</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased transport system diversity (improvements to modes used by disadvantaged people).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More accessible land use, and location-efficient development.</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More affordable automobile options (PAYD insurance, carsharing, need-based discounts, etc.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correct policies that favor automobile travel over other modes (planning and investment reforms).</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve public involvement in transport planning.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve data collection (more information on disadvantaged people and alternative modes).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table indicates the equity objectives achieved by various transportation planning and management strategies. Many strategies support multiple equity objectives.
Conclusions
Transportation equity analysis is important and unavoidable. Transport planning decisions often have significant equity impacts and equity concerns often influence transportation planning activities. Most practitioners and decision-makers want to incorporate equity analysis into transportation planning.

Transportation equity can be difficult to evaluate because there are various types of equity, impacts, ways to measure impacts, and categories of people to consider. As a result, there is no single method for evaluating transportation equity. It is generally best to consider a variety of issues, perspectives and equity goals. A planning process should reflect a particular community’s equity concerns and priorities, so public involvement is important for transport equity planning.

*Horizontal equity* requires that people with comparable needs and abilities be treated equally, for example, receiving similar benefits and bearing similar costs. It implies that people should “get what they pay for and pay for what they get,” unless a subsidy is specifically justified. It can also justify compensation for external costs.

*Vertical equity* requires that the allocation of benefits and costs favors disadvantaged people. This tends to justify *universal design* that accommodates people with diverse needs and abilities, multimodal planning that provides transportation options for non-drivers, planning for affordability, special discounts and exemptions for lower-income travellers, and special protections or benefits for vulnerable or disadvantaged groups.

A useful way to incorporate equity into planning is to define various equity goals. Specific transportation policies and projects can then be evaluated based on the degree that they support or contradict these goals, and their design can be adjusted to better achieve these goals. Table 8 summarizes examples of these goals.

Table 8 Typical Equity Goals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Horizontal</th>
<th>Vertical WRT Income</th>
<th>Vertical WRT Ability and Need</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All groups receive comparable shares of public investment and resources.</td>
<td>Affordable modes are favored over expensive modes.</td>
<td><em>Universal design</em> (transport system accommodates people with disabilities and other special needs).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External costs are minimized and compensated.</td>
<td>Low-income residents can access basic services and activities.</td>
<td><em>Basic accessibility</em> (disadvantaged groups can access basic services and activities).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All groups are effectively involved in decision-making.</td>
<td>Low-income travellers receive price discounts or exemptions.</td>
<td>*Special polices and programs support and protect disadvantaged groups (women, youths, minorities, etc.).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*This table reflects various equity goals that can be used to evaluate specific transport policies and projects. (WRT = With Respect To)*
For equity analysis, impacts should generally be measured per capita. For example, horizontal equity can be measured based on whether all community members receive a similar level of public resources, and vertical equity can be measured based on whether physically, economically or socially disadvantaged groups are able to achieve similar levels of access to basic services and activities such as education, jobs, essential shopping and healthcare. Measuring impacts per passenger- or vehicle-mile, or based on cost recovery, tends to favor wealthier people who can afford to travel further distances.

Many current policies and planning practices tend to favor automobile travel over more inclusive and affordable modes, which is unfair to people who cannot, should not, or prefer not to drive for most trips, and regressive. The shift from mobility-based to accessibility-based planning expands the scope of transportation planning to consider location as well as travel, for example, justifying development of affordable housing in walkable urban neighborhoods as a vertical equity strategy.

More comprehensive equity analysis allows practitioners to better incorporate equity objectives into planning decisions, and identify policies and projects that maximize equity objectives. New analysis tools and information resources are available to better evaluate equity and incorporate equity objectives into transport planning. Improved equity analysis in transport planning can reduce conflicts and delays, and better reflect a community’s needs and values.
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